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SUMMARY
An experimental apparatus was developed for the study of an axially sym-
metric submerged and turbulent jet discharged into a cylindrical tank. Water
jets were used to check the effects of the confining tank on the jet velocity
profiles and momentum fluxes. Suspension jets of nylon-12 fibers in water
were then investigated to determine if the presence of fibers would signifi-
cantly affect the velocity profiles, momentum fluxes, and consistency distri-
butions. Local time-mean velocities and consistencies of the suspension jets
were measured by a water purged pitot tube and a water purged optical probe,
respectively. The latter was calibrated in a flowing fiber suspension of
known velocities and consistencies.
Velocity profiles in water jets showed the characteristic jet shape, and
were correlated by a reduced form of the Gaussian error curve, in agreement
with previous published results. The momentum flux of confined jets was
found to decrease significantly with the increasing axial distance. This
finding is in apparent variance with the assumption of momentum conservation
in the analysis of ideal jets. A momentum balance in the experimental jet
flow system showed that recirculation flows surrounding the jet could explain
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. The unsteady tank flow also
caused slow oscillation of the jet.
Reduced velocity profiles in the suspension jets at consistencies up to
0.75% showed very similar jet characteristics. The local suspension veloc-
ities, however, were always lower than those at the corresponding stations
in a water jet. Therefore, the presence of fibers does affect the jet flow
or its interaction with the surrounding tank flow.
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The suspension jet showed no significant consistency distribution across
its flow at various axial distances. Thus it appears that turbulent diffusion
in the jet does not lead to consistency variations as long as the initial
consistency in the jet tank system is uniform.
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INTRODUCTION
The hydrodynamic analysis of a suspended solid phase of long, flexible
fibers in turbulent flow is an important fundamental problem. Fiber net-
works have a unique influence on the turbulent flow properties of suspensions
that is not completely understood. Sanders and Meyer (1,2) have presented
a new theoretical approach to the problem, based partially on earlier work
by Nelson (3) and Emmons (4). Sanders applied this approach to turbulent
pipe flow and obtained agreement with measured velocity and consistency
profiles in wood fiber suspension (1,5).
TURBULENT PIPE FLOW OF FIBER SUSPENSIONS
Most studies of the flow of fiber suspensions have been made in pipe
flow. Some early reported observations of the effects of fiber networks
on the flow properties of fiber suspensions were also made in Couette flow
(6-8). Pipe flow studies completed before the systematic investigations
began at Massachusetts Institute of Technology were reviewed by Daily and
Bugliarello (9).
Ippen, et al. (10) considered four possible experimental flow patterns:
1. Turbulence grids
2. Circular pipe flow
3. Submerged jets
4. Expansions and contractions
Pipe flow was chosen for their study because it had the potential to provide
more information than any of the other systems. Mih and Parker (11) observed
that pipe flow is also simple experimentally. They introduce an annular
purge impact probe for local velocity measurements. Recent studies of
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turbulent suspension flow have been limited to pipe loops. Sanders has
reviewed this literature (5).
One contribution of the studies by Daily and Bugliarello was an exten-
sive experimental verification of two distinct regimes of turbulent suspen-
sion pipe flow (9). These flow regimes, reported earlier by Mason and co-
workers (12,13), are called plug turbulence and damped turbulence. The
distinction between the two regimes is based on the kind of dependence of
the friction factor on the Reynolds number.
In laminar suspension pipe flow, the fibers form a coherent plug whose
diameter is nearly equal to the inside diameter of the pipe. The regime
called plug turbulence begins when the Reynolds number of the water has
increased to a point where the flow in the water annulus around the plug
becomes unstable and turbulent. High shear in the annulus together with
turbulent stresses apparently causes increasing disintegration of the
plug as the velocity increases. As this process ensues; the friction factor
drops below that of pure water.
Damped turbulence begins when the plug is no longer coherent and the
suspension flow has become turbulent across the entire pipe section. The
fibers still apparently form fragmentary networks that affect the momentum
transfer characteristics of the suspension. Within this regime the friction
factor is practically independent of the Reynolds number and is everywhere
below that of pure water: the fibers have a drag reducing effect.
Seely (14) reported, however, that at much higher velocities the -friction
factor approached that of pure water. Sanders verified the existence of a
third regime which he called Newtonian turbulence. In this regime the
turbulent intensity had dispersed the fiber network to such an extent that the
fiber phase no longer affected the momentum transfer in the suspension (5).
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Topics of interest in the field of turbulent fiber suspension flow
include the pipe friction factor dependence on the Reynolds number, turbu-
lent intensity and scale (15-17), flocculation (12,18-20), local time-
mean velocity and consistency measurements. Several authors have reported
time-mean velocity distributions in pipes (5,11,14) using a special purged
impact probe (11). Sanders also measured time-mean consistency distribu-
tions with an optical probe (5). The conclusions of this pipe flow work
are given in the following sections.
VELOCITY PROFILES
For single phase Newtonian fluids velocity distribution data for
fully developed turbulent flow can be correlated by Prandtl's logarithmic
distribution law:
The von Karman constant, K, and the intercept, B, are constant for all
Newtonian fluids.
Mih and Parker (11), Seely (14), and Sanders (5) all represented their
fiber suspension velocity distribution data according to similar logarithmic
relationships. They found that the apparent von Karman constant, K*, is
lower than that for the Newtonian fluids (11). Seely (14) and Sanders.(5)
showed that it increased with increasing velocity and approached the constant
Newtonian value at high flow rates. Sanders also verified that K* decreased
from its Newtonian value as the suspension consistency was increased at
constant velocity (5).
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Sanders and Meyer wrote and solved by use of Prandtl's mixing length
hypothesis the new two-phase equations (1,5). Their final velocity distri-
bution equation is also a formula for K,:
rel
ence between mean fiber velocity and mean water velocity at a point in the
suspension. The resistance coefficient, a, is a function of average consis-
tency and fiber properties. Sanders and Meyer used Equation ..(2) to determine
the unknown relative velocity between fibers and water, v from the
-rel'
experimental data. The values of v were small, negative, and decreased
slightly with increasing flow rate (1,5). If an average known value of
vel were assumed to be independent of the other experimental variables,
Equation (2) could be used to predict K*. Sanders and Meyer did this (1,5).
If this assumption were not made, the relative velocity would have to be
measured independently or calculated from a second equation before Equation
(2) could actually predict K*. According to Equation (2), the effect of the
fibers on K* diminishes as the wall shear stress, p_2, increases, suggesting
the existence of the Newtonian turbulent regime reported by Seely (14).
Measured velocity profiles in suspension flow in the turbulent zone
of tube flow are similar to Newtonian profiles. They obey a logarithmic
distribution law in which the coefficients are not constant but depend on
velocity, consistency, pipe diameter, and fiber properties. The fibers
obviously affect the turbulent momentum transfer process and so alter the
slopes of the profiles.
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CONSISTENCY PROFILES
Sanders reported the first measurement of time-mean consistency distri-
butions in pipe flow (5). He studied flow in the damped turbulent regime.
The fiber distribution that he measured is not uniform; the consistency was
higher at the center line than at the pipe wall. The consistency profile
became sharper with increasing flow rate at a given average consistency.
As the flow rate increased and the consistency decreased the distribution
became independent of flow rate and nearly uniform.
The solution of the water phase continuity equation by Sanders and
Meyer, also employing the mixing length hypothesis yielded a consistency
distribution for dilute suspensions in pipe flow (1,5):
where c is the average volume fraction of the fibers and s is the distance
from the pipe wall. Equation (3) predicts that ln(l-c) is a linear function
of in s. Sanders' data verified this relationship. The slope ofthe plot
of ln(l-c) against In s contains the apparent von Karman constant, K*, a
"void fraction exchange term," C /KoKK, and the friction velocity, _. (1,5).
The water boundary layer thickness, s, and C /KaK can be evaluated from
the data.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY OF SUSPENSION PIPE FLOW
Pipe flow studies have produced information about some aspects of the
nature of turbulent fiber suspension flow. Suspension flow characteristics
have been described on the basis of both actual results and qualitative
observations. Thus, it is supposed that a coherent fiber structure could be
possible in the presence of turbulence at relatively low Reynolds numbers
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in other fiber suspension flow systems. It is generally believed that damped
turbulence might exist in any suspension flow of pulp fibers at the right
Reynolds number and consistency where a dynamic fiber network alters the
momentum transport characteristics of the suspension. It has not been pre-
viously suggested that time-mean consistency nonuniformities might exist
other than in pipe flow but such a speculation is possible.
Flow characteristics in a pipe are determined to a large extent by the
influence of the pipe wall. The presence of the wall, imposing the no-slip
condition, dictates the form of the velocity distribution and affects momen-
tum transport. The wall, however, also certainly has other, independent,
effects on the suspension flow. The wall could be the major cause of co-
herent fiber plugs, and even of dynamic fiber networks and nonuniform fiber
distributions which could, therefore, be independent of the other flow
characteristics. If this were so, then even turbulence damping might possi-
bly not occur in flow systems without walls so that other flows of suspensions
would always be in the regime of Newtonian turbulence.
Fiber suspension flow has not yet been studied in a flow system where
walls are not a major influence. Until it has been, generalizations about
fiber suspension flow based on pipe flow results cannot be verified. The
question of wall effects must be settled by studying suspension flow in a
flow system without walls.
A relatively simple turbulent flow system exists in which walls are
not a factor: the submerged jet. The jet also does not have the pressure
gradient of pipe flow and in it viscous forces are probably negligible.
There is a time-mean velocity gradient but the velocity distribution is
different from that in turbulent pipe flow. Study of fiber suspension
flow in the turbulent jet would help to answer questions about the effect
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of walls on suspension behavior as well as to provide a different flow system
for the application of the two-phase equations.
SUBMERGED JET FLOW
An ideal submerged jet is a directed flow of fluid through a small
orifice into an unbounded volume of that same fluid that is otherwise at con-
stant velocity. Submerged jet flow becomes turbulent, or changes its turbu-
lence character at a short distance from the orifice (21-23). Vortex sheets
are produced along the tangential separation surface between the jet stream
and the surrounding fluid at relative rest. Eddies diffuse from this
boundary layer into the undisturbed fluid. As fluid is entrained in a down-
stream direction the width of the region of mean velocity gradient increases.
Since the total momentum of an ideal pure fluid jet must be conserved, the
mean velocities simultaneously decrease. Momentum transfers radially from
the jet axis toward and into the undisturbed fluid.
Two simple orifice shapes have been previously studied both experimentally
and theoretically. A long rectangular orifice creates a two-dimensional jet;
a circular orifice creates an axisymmetric jet. The physical characteristics
and theoretical treatment of the two are similar. This thesis is concerned
with the axisymmetric jet and the following discussion deals with it.
GENERAL JET CHARACTERISTICS
A submerged jet has two distinct regions of flow separated from each
other by a transition zone (Fig. 1). An initial region exists within a few
orifice diameters of the jet origin. This region is a cylindrical zone of
constant velocity surrounded by a turbulent boundary layer that grows
continuously, eating away the constant velocity core. A transition zone
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begins where the core disappears and persists until all of the flow has become
fully developed turbulent. The dividing lines between the regions of the jet
are not exact; they must be considered merely as convenient nominal designa-
tions.
After the short transition zone the ideal axisymmetric submerged jet
becomes identical in appearance to a flow of fluid from an infinitely small
point source. In this main region lines of equal dimensionless velocity
(the ratio of local velocities to the maximum velocity in that cross section),
u/u , are straight and converge at the pole of the jet (23). In Fig. 1 this
virtual jet origin is shown inside the orifice nozzle; it does not necessarily
fall in the plane of the nozzle orifice. Experimental evidence has shown
that the main region is established at a distance of between eight and ten
orifice diameters from the origin (22). Most previous studies of submerged
jets included measurements and semiempirical analyses of the time-mean
velocity profiles in this main region. The shapes of the profiles are well
established.
Cylindrical polar coordinates are the natural coordinate system for
the analysis of an axisymmetric jet. The origin of the coordinate system
is at the center of the nozzle orifice. The axial coordinate is z, the
jet axis; the radial coordinate is r (Fig. 1). There is complete symmetry
about the z-axis so consideration of the angular coordinate is not
necessary. The distance from the "virtual origin" of the main region of
the jet to the origin of the coordinate system (along the z-axis) is named a.
The radial velocities, _, are nonzero but are small in comparison to
the longitudinal velocities, u. A plot of the local time-mean velocities,
u, against radial distances, r, in this plane through the z-axis is a two-
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dimensional time-mean velocity profile. A family of several such curves at
different z distances characterizes the main region of a particular sub-
merged jet.
Two-dimensional experimental velocity distributions are similar in shape
to the Gaussian error curve (22,24). They decrease in amplitude and become
wider with increasing distance from the jet origin. An important property
of these jet velocity profiles becomes apparent when the velocities and
radial distances are put into dimensionless form. The dimensionless veloc-
ity is u/u ; a suitable dimensionless radial distance is the actual radial
distance divided by a characteristic measure of the profile width. The
commonly accepted measure of width, r , is the distance from the z-axis at
which u/u = 0.5. When velocity distributions at different z distances
are reduced and replotted, they all fall on a single universal curve for
axisymmetric jets. The individual profiles are said to be similar because
they can be expressed in terms of the single variable r/r (or r/z) in the
form i/u = g(r/r ), which describes the universal curve. An analysis
based on the experimentally verified similarity relationship concludes that
r should be directly proportional to z in the main region of the ideal jet
(21-23). Experiments have verified this relationship approximately (222,24)
for submerged jets in unconfined space.
In an unconfined submerged jet the "momentum" of the jet at an axial
distance, z, is
Thus M is a known quantity for each jet. The value of M(z) can be deter-
mined from experimental velocity profiles by graphical integration.
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The jet momentum is dependent only on the initial jet conditions and
does not vary with z. This is the underlying assumption of the simple
submerged jet theory as presented in all textbook discussions of jets.
Equation (4) can be expressed in nondimensional form with ji = r/(z+a):
Thus, conservation of momentum in the ideal jet demands that
where m is an experimental constant. Conservation of momentum (and the re-
lated condition of profile similarity) is a necessary assumption for the
complete solution of the equations in the following section.
THEORETICAL JET VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PURE FLUIDS
The theoretical analysis of jet flow for pure fluids begins with the
Navier-Stokes equations of continuity and motion for an incompressible fluid
with a constant viscosity. The particular flow conditions of the turbulent
jet and its surroundings permit viscous terms and pressure terms to be
dropped. The equations are written for turbulent flow as follows:
and
Multiplication of Equation.,(B) by r and integration over r leads to the
total momentum balance and Equation (4). Although u' is usually larger
than v', they are both of the same order of magnitude. In submerged jet
flow the velocities and fluctuations of velocities change more slowly
along the axis than they do in the radial direction. Thus, Du12/Dz is
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smaller than au'v'/ar (.except near the edge of the jet) (22). When the term
ul_2/Dz is neglected, the final approximate jet flow equation is traditionally
written. (l-23):
If Equation (7) and Equation (.9) could be solved together, they would yield
the approximate velocity distribution, u/u = f(r/z).
Unfortunately, the two equations contain three unknown variables and
cannot be solved exactly. The term l/rD(ru'v')//r is commonly referred to
as the turbulent Reynolds shear stress. Before a solution of the equations
can be attempted, some approximation to the variable u'v' must be made in
terms of one or both of the other two dependent variables u and v. The
various semiempirical approximations proposed for u'v' are a convenient step
in the traditional analysis of all turbulent flows. These relationships
contain a single factor which must be measured experimentally before the
resulting solutions are complete.
Most of the accepted approximations to u'v' are analogous to the
Newtonian laminar shear stress formula, T = r (3au/ar). The first approxi-
rz
mation attempt, by Boussinesq, was the definition of a constant turbulent
Prandtl followed this later with his widely used mixing length assumption:
With the mixing length Z assumed directly proportional to z the mixing
length theory permitted useful solutions to pipe flow, and submerged jet
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equations. Sanders applied it to his turbulent fiber suspension pipe flow
equations (5).
Although mixing-length theory sometimes leads to acceptable results,
some of its assumptions and conclusions are physically unsatisfactory (21,23).
Prandtl, himself, later established a simpler expression for u'v' that
counters some of the earlier difficulties. For submerged jet flow it can
be written as
where K' is an experimental constant (21,23). In the axisymmetric case,
the jet width, b, is proportional to z, so that b/z = k, and u is inversely
proportional to z, so that u = m/z. Equation (12) becomes
m
or
Reichardt (25) noticed the striking similarity of jet and wake velocity
distributions to the normal probability expression:
He established a set of equations whose solutions involve the normal error
curve. A solution to the equation for the axisymmetric jet is of the form
Tollmien solved Equations (7) and (9) for the two-dimensional jet using
Prandtl's mixing length concept. Following Tollmien's solution technique,
Abramovich presented a solution for the axisymmetric jet (23). In both
cases a series solution was necessary. Curve 1 of Fig. 2 is the universal
velocity profile computed from this solution.
Schlichting (21) and Abramovich (23) both present a solution of the
axisymmetric jet problem based on the new Prandtl free turbulence assumption.
An analytical solution can be written:
(17)
= a r/(z+a)
Any semiempirical solution contains an unpredictable factor such as a which
must be determined from the experimental data. Figure 2 also shows the dis-
tributions predicted by Equation (17) and by a reduced error curve equation
(24):
The value of the axial velocity is determined from the assumption of the
conservation of total momentum flux if the jet is ideal and not confined.
It is interesting to note a similarity in form between Equation (17)
and an approximate form of the normal error curve equation obtained by an
infinite series expansion. The Abramovich analysis gives the formula,
Using this relationship the new free turbulence Prandtl-Abramovich solution,
Equation (17) can be expanded to
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where R = r/r . The reduced normal error curve form by Gaylord (24), Equation
(18), can be expanded by the use of a series approximation to give
Ten terms of the series are required for convergence near R = 1.5. An
examination of the two equations shows why the two curves approximate each
other at values of R below unity in Fig. 2. The error curve values for u/u
are slightly higher until r = r . Beyond this point the higher order terms
-C
of the error curve series approximation produce lower values of u/u than
the Prandtl semiempirical relationship.
In fact, the assumption of one or another of the proposed semiempirical
relationships for u'v' does not have a great effect on the calculated mean
velocity distribution (26). The curves are all nearly the same over most of
the width of the jet, although none are exactly correct, and the error curve
may be the closest of all to experimental results (24,26).
The two semiempirical approaches just described also lead to expressions
for the dependence of u on z for a given r and u . The mixing length
approach solution by Abramovich gives
The new Prandtl assumption predicts a lower value:
As mentioned in the previous section, these results are based on the total
momentum flux conservation assumption for the ideal jet. The new Prandtl
/
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equation does not approach u/u = 0 where the data does. One expects, there-
fore, that Equation (23) would assign too much of the momentum at high r
values and so predict a low value for u/u . The mixing length formula would
appear to give u/u more accurately. In fact, the quite accurate error
curve expression for the velocity distribution by Gaylord (24) gives
EXPERIMENTAL JET VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PURE FLUIDS
An experimental jet velocity profile is a number of local velocity
measurements made on a radial traverse of the jet flow from one jet boundary
to the other through the jet axis. A plot of all of these velocities is a
family of velocity distributions with different shapes. From these plotted
distributions the parameters, u and r are obtained. The data can then be
reduced to u/u = (r/r ) for a check of similarity and comparison with
reported results for other jets. The experimental constant, a, can be deter-
mined from z and r with Equation (19).
Velocity distributions for the axisymmetric submerged jet have been
measured extensively in pure fluids. The results of several classic experi-
mental jet measurements are available in the literature and others are given
in fluid mechanics texts. They are not all presented in exactly the same
way but when they are reduced to consistent terms there are no general
discrepancies. There is considerable experimental scatter, however, in each
of the published universal distributions. There is more scatter when several
of these distributions are plotted together. The calculated values of a
differ by as much as 10% from one jet to another. This indicates some
uncertainty in the measurement of these velocities and perhaps some unsteadi-
ness in their values. It also suggests that not all of the ideal jet approxi-
mations are valid for any one experimental jet.
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Reichardt reported his classical data as u2 against r at three values
of z/d (25). Rouse and his coworkers gave their data in terms of an
error curve formula (26). Abramovich analyzed data taken by Trupel and
also a reduced version of the Reichardt measurements (23). In these pub-
lished reports the experimental data were presented graphically only. The
traditional investigations were in submerged air jets which are less
troublesome than submerged liquid jets and more likely to be actually in
unbounded space.
Three experimental studies of submerged axisymmetric water jets are
available. The earliest was reported by CitriNii- in L'Energia Elettrica,
in August 1946. He presented his data again in condensed form in a dis-
cussion of the paper by Rouse, et al. (27). The second study was a thesis
dissertation by Gaylord written in 1953 (24). He described his submerged
water jet in detail and all of his experimental data are available as
plots of u/u = g(r/r ). He reported that the error curve expression
fitted his data better than those from the other semiempirical assumptions.
The third study, by Kiser, was of a water jet much like Gaylord's except
that it was horizontal. Some velocity profile results were given but the
data cannot be accurately transferred. The mixing length relationship
fitted Kiser's data best (28).
Figure 3 gives some of the published data for the submerged water jets.
Citrini reported that he took 19 different profiles on six different jets
(different initial velocities from the same orifice). From his averaged
experimental distribution curve he offered ten points in the form u/u =




He also made two profiles through a nozzle with d = 0.375 inch. Points from
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the three of Gaylord's profiles which are farthest from the origin are shown
in Fig. 3 (24). Some accuracy is likely lost in the transfer. The curve in
Fig. 3 is the error curve exactly as it is drawn in Fig. 2. From the error
curve and Fig. 2, it is easy to see where the two other semiempirical curves
would be in relation to the data on Fig. 3. Appendix I contains similar
plots of the data reported for air jets. It includes the results of
Reichardt (25) and Rouse (26) along with Trupel's data from the Abramovich
test (23). The profiles are not distinguishable from the water jet. profiles,
as expected (24 ).
Overall, the error curve agrees with the data as well as either of the
other curves, although it does predict u/u slightly high at r values less
than r . The mixing length profile predicts u/u slightly too low at low
r values but it is as good as the error curve above r . The new Prandtl
theory agrees extremely well below r = r but predicts u/u much too high
at large values of r.
In the main region of the jet Gaylord found an average value of a of
about 20.0 (r /z = 0.091) (24). Kiser found a = 22.5 (r /z = 0.0810) and
said that Gaylord's value must be in error (28). Reichardt's data gave a =
21.5 (r /z = o.o848) (21,25). Abramovich calculated a = 18.5 (r /z = 0.0970),
from Trupel's data (23). The data presented by Rouse and coworkers lead to a
value of a = 19.1 (r /z = 0.0954), although they did not compute it specifi-
cally in.their own analysis (26).
The value of a should be a universal constant for any ideal pure fluid
jet. From the reported results it is clear that there are possibly important
differences between the various experimental jets. There is also a definite
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difficulty in locating the virtual origin of the jet, which is different for
each jet. The value of a is probably dependent upon the uniformity of the
initial velocity distribution, its turbulence characteristics, and the
nozzle radius. It is likely also affected by counterflow in a confined jet.
No generally valid relationships have been found (23). It does not seem
reasonable, at this point, to accept any of the values of a as correct or
to try to average them.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Meyer's theoretical treatment of fiber suspension flow led to two-phase
equations for turbulent tube flow. Solutions to the equations were in
agreement with experimental results for velocity and consistency distributions.
A similar treatment of a second turbulent flow system with radically different
forces and boundary conditions is valuable as a confirmation of the validity
of the assumptions of the two-phase approach. This analysis must be verified
by experimental results.
The present study of suspension flow in the submerged jet concerns
velocity and consistency distributions. No attempt is made to detect
regimes of turbulence corresponding to those of pipe flow. It is expected
that over most of the ranges of velocity and consistency studied the- flow
would correspond roughly to damped turbulence, if, in fact, damping were to
occur. The questions to be answered are whether fibers affect the jet
velocity distribution (by affecting momentum transport or otherwise) and
whether flow conditions can create a time-mean consistency nonuniformity
in the jet.
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ANALYSIS OF TURBULENT FLOW OF A FIBER SUSPENSION JET
An equation for the velocity distributions in the fiber suspension jet
can be derived from the general two-phase equations of Meyer (1,2,5). Al-
though an equation for the consistency distribution has been derived, no
solution has been found. Both the fiber and water phases are treated as
fluid continuua so that the laws of conservation of mass and momentum can
be applied to each. Although it is often interrupted by fibers in a dilute
suspension, the water phase certainly is a continuum. The fiber phase,
however, is at best a "quasi-continuum." Meyer noted that the assumption
that the conservation laws can be applied to the fiber phase is doubtful (2).
ANALYSIS OF FIBER SUSPENSION FLOW AS A TWO-PHASE SYSTEM
Sanders and Meyer (,1,2,5) described the two-phase theoretical approach
for turbulent flow. The equations of continuity and motion are derived
separately for each phase from mass and momentum balances on an infinitesimal
volume element of suspension. The equations apply approximately to a finite
element that contains many fibers (forming a fiber continuum) but is much
smaller than the dimensions of the flow system (2). In effect, the equations
are space-averaged over the small volume of suspension.
For a single-phase fluid the equations of continuity and motion are
The fiber-water mixture contains a fraction, a, of the water phase and
a fraction, (l-c), of the fiber phase. The porosity, E, is the void (water)
fraction of suspension area or volume. For the water phase, pX = ePA is the
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apparent density at a true water density, PA, and vX is an average of water
velocities in the finite volume element. Similarly, p = (.l-¢)p is the
apparent fiber density at a true fiber density, p., and v is the velocity
of the fiber continuum in the finite volume. There is no reason to expect
that both phases move with identical velocities.
For the fiber-water mixture the density, p, and the mass flux, pv-, are
expressed as
The resulting equations of continuity for water and fiber with PA and p,
constant are (2):
The momentum equation can be similarly transformed since
where PA is the pressure of the water phase and p, is the pressure of the
fiber phase, and
where TX and Tf are the apparent water and fiber stresses. When the equations
are written for the separate phases of the suspension, however, it is
necessary to introduce an interaction force, F, per unit volume of mixture,
exerted by the water on the fibers. Emmons (4) first wrote this as
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The first term accounts for the buoyancy of the fibers. The term D is a
drag force due to the relative motion of the two phases. Sanders and Meyer
used the Darcy equation form,
for the drag term in dilute fiber suspensions. For Darcy's law to be valid
it must be assumed that the fiber is the structure forming phase of the
mixture and that the relative velocity, v is small.
The third term of F is a correction for the fibers that are partly in
and partly out of the volume element used in setting up the force balances for
the two phases (2,4). The buoyancy and drag terms assume that the fluid
pressure acts on all surfaces of the solid. The correction is necessary
because fluid pressure does not act on the "cut" fiber ends at the faces of
the volume element (4).
The final form of the equations of motion for the fiber and water phases
may be written:
ANALYSIS OF TURBULENT TWO-PHASE FLOW OF A FIBER SUSPENSION JET
Flow in the circular jet with axis in the z-direction has been described
in cylindrical coordinates. The fiber and water two-phase equations (35) and
(36) will be expanded in this coordinate system. When polar cylindrical
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coordinates are used, consideration of the angular coordinate is unnecessary
because of symmetry. In this analysis the longitudinal water velocity, _z ,
will be written u and the radial water velocity, vr' will be written v.
Because a turbulent velocity fluctuation in the angular component is ex-
pected, an angular velocity is written as vAe = WX. The z- and r-components
of Equation (35) are
where
where g = -g and r = 0. Similar equations can be developed from Equation
(36) for the fiber phase.
The two-phase equations of continuity, Equations (29) and.(30) are
treated similarly to give:
For the turbulent jet analysis each turbulent variable is written as the
sum of a time-mean quantity Cover. bar) and a fluctuating quantity (prime):
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where by definition the time-mean of a fluctuating quantity is zero:
t +T
After time-smoothing, four terms of interest for the averaged equations (37)
and (39) are
(43)
Introduction of these relationships into the continuity Equation (39)
and a separation into time-independent and time-dependent parts yields two
equations:
Time-smoothing of Equation (45) gives
The fiber phase equation of continuity can be treated in exactly the same
way to give
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Equations (44) and (47) express continuity of time-mean superficial flow and
Equations (46) and (48) express continuity for the turbulent mass flux.
The equations of motion can also be written for turbulent flow, using
Equation (41) and time-smoothing of the z-component of the liquid phase
momentum Equation (37) leads to
The viscous shear term in F is small with respect to the Reynold's stresses
arising from the turbulent analysis. When it is neglected and steady-state
flow is assumed:
In a similar manner, the r-component, Equation (38), can be written:
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
In jet flow mean values change faster in the radial direction than in the
longitudinal direction. The usual Jet assumption is that gradients of mean
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values in the z-direction can be neglected in comparison to those in the r-
direction. The first series of terms in Equation (51) is therefore neglected
and the equation can be integrated in the form:
r
r r
In pure fluid jets the term (12 -2) has been shown to be equal to zero
(23). This assumption is now made for the suspension jet also so that the
third term of Equation (52) can be dropped. Equation (52) can be written:
r r
Townsend's data shows that v-/u is ten times as great as rv2/u
through most of the jet (22). In Equation (53) the second term can be
neglected in favor of the first. The resultant equation is differentiated
with respect to z:
Because the pressure in a submerged jet is hydrostatically distributed,
a simplification can be made by writing
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Equations (54) and. (55) are substituted into the z-component water
Equation (50). Since the fiber phase will not be dealt with further in this
section, the subscript, X, can be omitted with the understanding that only
the water phase velocity will be dealt with.
r r r
Equation (56) can be rearranged. to get the convective terms into a special
form with squared terms in e:
r r
The velocity arguments of the convective terms of Equation (57) can be
generated by starting from the expression
which is squared to give
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After time-smoothing the square of the superficial turbulent velocity is
obtained:
This is identical to the first velocity argument in Equation (57) if the term
E'u'2 is neglected as a small term of second order.
Similarly the expression
is combined with Equation (58) to give
Time-smoothing gives the result
Again, the second order term, (e'u')(e'v'), is neglected and Equation (63)
becomes identical to the second convective term of Equation (57). Finally,
U and W are introduced into Equation (57) to give
The terms in R can be separated into three groups. The first consists
of five terms involving the z-direction derivatives of either vi2, V ,',
v2, or ,-v . Since all of these variables are small compared to U2 their
derivatives are small compared to D/Dz U2 and the entire group of five terms
may be dropped.
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Another group of two terms depends directly on es/ar and Es/9z. The
final term is the time-mean drag term. A special case would exist where
the fibers remain uniformly distributed. Equation (64) then would reduce
approximately to
PA
There is no obvious reason why _v = v, which would make the drag term vanish
also. In a case where the fibers and water did move with equal velocities,
however, Equation (65) could be reduced further to
This equation is similar to the jet momentum equation,
for which Reichardt developed a solution for the pure fluid jet (25).
Following Reichardt's treatment of Equation (67), Equation (64) can be
transformed into an inhomogeneous differential equation for U2. Using
Reichardt's assumption of turbulent mixing leads to
The parameter _ has the dimensions of length and is analogous to Prandtl's
mixing length. Substituting Equation (68) into Equation (64) yields
The nondimensional variable, n, is introduced into the analysis, and
the function, f(n), is defined as
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The squared factor is chosen after consideration of Equation (6), where m-o
is an experimental constant independent of z and £ for a given jet.
Equation (69) then becomes a differential equation for f(,n)
000
Assumptions about the form of i(z+a) and the existence of R are best left
until the form of the experimental suspension velocity distribution is known.
CONSISTENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
An attempt to derive an equation for the time-mean fiber distribution
would begin with Equations (44), (46)-(48). They can be rewritten in terms
of c = l-s, the volume fraction of fiber, as
Use of either Equation (72) or (74) with the appropriate equation of motion forms
a system of two equations with these unknowns. Sanders' flow geometry enabled
him to simplify Equation (73) to a single term; he then used a mixing length
substitution for c'u' In the jet both terms of Equations (73) and (75) must
be retained. No solution has been found for the consistency distribution in
the submerged suspension jet.
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
The experimental investigation of the suspension jet required two differ-
ent measurements. A purged impact tube traversing the width of the flow,
together with a static pressure tube outside of the flow region, measured
local time-mean impact pressures. The impact pressure distribution is re-
lated by the Bernoulli equation to the distribution of local time-mean veloc-
ities across the jet. A purged optical reflectance probe traversing the flow
(at the same axial distances as did the impact tube) measured the corre-
sponding distribution of local time-mean consistencies. A confined jet flow
system filled with the fiber suspension served as a measuring chamber.
JET FLOW SYSTEM
The experimental jet emerged through a nozzle into a large tank that
formed one part of a continuous flow system (Fig. 4). The major flow loop
elements were
(1) the Jet tank,
(2) the probe traversing mechanism, and
(3) the jet nozzle.
Auxilliary elements of the flow loop were the suspension mixing tank, the
pump and drive motor, the magnetic flowmeter, and the associated valves and
piping connecting the elements.
JET TANK
The jet tank (Fig. 5) was an upright cylindrical steel vessel; its top
was an open surface and its bottom a circular sheet of Plexiglas. The
transparent baseplate permitted visual detection of fibers settling to the
bottom of the tank. It was covered to prevent room light interference during
the optical consistency measurements.
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A. Jet tank; painted steel, 3.05-m high and 1.16
m in diameter
B. Jet nozzle; polyvinylchloride (PVC), orifice
diameter, 2.27 cm
C. Overflow trough, 13-cm deep and 8-cm wide
D. Baseplate; Plexiglas, 1-inch thick
E. Jabsco Model 3200-01, 2-inch ball bearing
rotary pump; driven through a speed selector
variable speed drive (no. 409-510) at 267-2400
rpm by a 3-hp, 1150 rpm, NEMA frame 215,
|I2~ ~ squirrel cage motor
F. Two-inch brass gate valves
jLF pG. Drain plug
H. Two-inch brass check valve
I. Two-inch PVC ball valves
J. Foxboro Dynalog magnetic flowmeter, 2-inches
K. Suspension mixing tank; stainless steel
L. Hills-McCanna diaphragm valve, 1 and 1%-inches
The 6-m dropleg is 2-inch galvanized steel. The
rest of the loop piping is 2-inch Schedule 80 PVC.
K
Figure 4. Jet Tank Flow System
A
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Figure 5. Jet Tank and Probe Traversing Mechanism
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The flow in the tank was vertically upward from a nozzle located in the
center of the Plexiglas baseplate into an overflow trough around the top of
the tank (see Fig. 5). A 2-inch dropleg carried the overflow down to the
mixing tank. A rubber diaphragm valve in the dropleg just above the mixing
tank controlled the suspension surface level in the jet tank. The control
of the surface level was critical; the trough had to be run as full as
possible. If the surface level fell too low, a constant consistency sus-
pension did not flow into the dropleg, and, if the trough became nearly
empty, air was pulled into the suspension and attached to the fibers. If
the surface rose too high, it was free to spill out of the tank. Because
the control valve had to be nearly closed to keep the surface at its proper
level, it did not throttle well. Constant attention and adjustment of the
valve were needed; the tank could not be left running unattended.
PROBE TRAVERSING MECHANISM
A rigid support mechanism held either the velocity or consistency probe
in the suspension flow at a known position. The support mechanism permitted
the probe to traverse the width of the jet on a line perpendicular to the
jet axis at any distance above the nozzle orifice (Fig. 5).
Each probe could be fixed (one at a time) to a brass plate that was, in
turn, fastened to a 2-piece plastic block (Fig. 6). The block fitted around
and slid horizontally on a rectangular brass bar that was perpendicular to
but did not intersect the jet axis. The bar itself slid vertically on
aluminum angle guides bolted to the side of the tank. These guides were
positioned off of a radial line through the jet axis so that the probe tips
themselves traversed exactly on that line. Cables operated from above the
tank pulled the probe support block from side to side. Another pulley and




The relative position of the probe tip was measured from above the tank.
The copper cables were taut and did not stretch when the block or bar was
moved. A marker fastened to the horizontal length of cable moved across a
meter stick as the block slid horizontally; a similar marker moved across a
second meter stick when the support bar moved vertically.
JET NOZZLE
The suspension jet nozzle in the jet flow tank was intended to provide
approximately uniform velocity and consistency profiles at z = 0. The
nozzle orifice was about 15 cm above the Plexiglas baseplate. A second
circular Plexiglas sheet served as a flat wall around the nozzle in an
attempt to improve the jet flow pattern. The end of the nozzle was flush
with this Plexiglas surface through a hole in the center of the sheet. The
smooth pipe leading up from the pump to the nozzle produced developed,
symmetric, nonuniform profiles of velocity and consistency. The nozzle
somewhat reduced the nonuniformity without introducing any asymmetry. The
shape of the nozzle, which was cut from a short, cylindrical piece of poly-
vinylchloride (PVC) rod, was that of the Tsien nozzle described by Carrasquilla.
He used the nozzle to calibrate an impact probe in a suspension of buoyant
particles and reported that the nozzle "greatly reduces the boundary layer
thickness and gives a uniform velocity profile across most of the nozzle
throat (31)." The contraction of the nozzle probably also mixed the fibers
enough to reduce the consistency nonuniformity in the approach pipe. Details
of the shape of the nozzle are in Appendix II.
The nozzle reduced the flow diameter from 5.10 to 2.27 cm. The large
nozzle throat diameter was desirable because of the length of the nylon
fibers that were used in this study.
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AUXILLIARY ELEMENTS
The main dropleg from the overflow trough on the jet tank emptied into a
smaller open-surface vessel. This tank was used to mix the fiber into, and
remove fiber from, the suspension. It also served asa reservoir for the pump.
The tank is cylindrical with a radius of 0.455 m and an area of 0.65 sq m.
The total volume of suspension in the jet flow system at any one time depended
on the variable suspension level in this mixing tank.
The suspension flowed from the mixing tank through a 2-inch Foxboro
Dynalog magnetic flowmeter. Seely (15) and Sanders (5) calibrated the meter
and it was rechecked regularly by pumping out of the calibrated mixing tank
into an empty jet tank.
The Jabsco Model 3200-01 rotary pump could be driven through a Speed
Selector variable speed system (No. 409-510) at 267 to 2400 rpm by a 3-hp,
1150-rpm motor. There was no throttle valve on the discharge side of the
pump so the flow rate never dropped below the minimum pump discharge rate of
about 5 x 10-2 ft3/sec. The corresponding minimum Reynolds number in the
2-inch pipe was about 0.85 x 104. The minimum jet Reynolds number, based on
the nozzle orifice diameter, was then about 4.3 x 104.
A brass check valve and a brass gate valve between the flowmeter and
the pump prevented backflow when the pump was not running. Three PVC ball
valves were used in the flowmeter by-pass loop. The piping from the mixing
tank through the pump to the nozzle was 2-inch PVC; the main dropleg into the
mixing tank was 2-inch galvanized steel.
The total volume of suspension in the system was determined by measuring
the depth of suspension in the mixing tank when the jet tank was full and the
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pump off. If h were than depth measured in meters:
volume = 3.199 + 0.650 h (m3)
VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
The local time-mean velocities in the axisymmetric submerged jet were
measured with an annular purge impact tube. The annular purge impact probe
is a conventional impact pressure tube within a slightly larger tube that
forms an annular purge jacket. Purge water flows out of this jacket around
the impact tube into the oncoming suspension flow. The velocity measurements
were all made within 55 cm of the nozzle orifice, within the lower quarter
of the jet tank. The rest of the tank volume served as a stilling chamber.
The mean velocities in the measuring region ranged from 0 to 300 cm/sec. The
total width of the region of mean velocity variation was less than 20 cm at
a distance of 55 cm from the nozzle.
The impact tube was water-filled and connected to a pressure measuring
instrument. The time-mean pressure at the probe tip is related to the time-
mean velocity through the approximate Bernoulli equation:
where p is the mean stagnation pressure at the probe tip, and P is the static
pressure at the same point. In the submerged jet this was the hydrostatic
pressure measured at a point outside of the jet region for accuracy (30).
The mean pressure difference, Ai, was measured by a PACE magnetic reluctance
differential pressure transducer.
The experimental velocity measurements in the jet tank, which should have
been routine, were particularly difficult. The annular purge impact tube
worked as previously described (5,11,14) and in itself was apparently not a
problem. The stagnation pressure sensed by the probe, however, fluctuated
at an extremely low frequency, both in water and in fiber suspensions. The
period of the oscillation was between five and ten minutes and its magnitude
was 10-40% of the mean Ai. The only place in the jet pattern where a steady
signal was observed was in the core of the jet mixing region a few centi-
meters above the nozzle. The steady signal here showed that the unsteadiness
was not produced by small vibrations of the support bar or by the pressure
measuring system. An investigation revealed only that the probable cause of
the impact pressure unsteadiness was a slow wandering (a lack of constant
direction) of the jet flow stream. This slow motion was probably caused by a
slight unsteadiness in the extremely large, slow, counterflow loops along the
walls of the jet flow tank. This unsteadiness could have caused a slow move-
ment of the entire central jet with respect to the fixed dynamic pressure
probe. A movement of 1 to 2 mm would be large enough to cause effects of the
observed magnitude. In his doctoral thesis, Gaylord noted of his experimental,
confined, water jet:
"To prevent whipping or oscillations of the jet
axis a 2-1/2 ft diameter cylindrical screen 3-ft
high was placed in the tank to damp out disturbances
caused by the recirculating flow (24)."
These recirculation loops are inevitable in the confined volume of the sub-
merged liquid jet tank. They would not exist in the unconfined jet. No other
investigators have reported similar problems in the available literature.
Gaylord did not say how his screen was constructed or whether it actually did
work. I have not been able to obtain this information.
A screen such as the one Gaylord probably used cannot be used in a fiber
suspension flow. An attempt was made to reduce the unsteadiness by building
an analogous structure from lengths of 1/2-inch polyethylene tubing. Two
semicylindrical "screens" were fashioned by threading the tubing through
holes drilled in vertical lengths of 3/4-inch PVC pipe. The resulting
structure was 1.2-m high and 0.75 m in diameter. The tubing was spaced to
give the screen approximately 50% porosity. Although it produced only a
small reduction in the unsteadiness, it was kept as a permanent structure
in the jet tank. The nozzle baseplate was connected to the screen structure.
It, too, was intended to reduce the nonideality of the confined jet. A de-
tailed drawing of the screen structure is in Appendix II.
The final mean velocity measurements were made as accurately as possible
in spite of the unconquered oscillations. Remarkedly good velocity profiles
were obtained from the recorded impact pressure signals by drawing a smooth
curve along the fluctuating signal trace and visually determining the mean
level.
IMPACT PROBE
Since Daily and Bugliarello first reported measurements of local time-
mean.suspension velocities with modified impact pressure tubes (9), the
technique has been extensively used and improved (5,11,14). The measuring
tip of the velocity (and consistency) probe was of a size that snags fibers
and bundles of fibers when held directly into an oncoming fiber suspension
flow. Experience has shown that the probe tips must be clear to give
accurate readings, so the probes have required a fiber purging feature.
A purge system should prevent contact between fibers and the probe
tip without affecting the measurement of suspension velocity in the vicinity
of the tip. Flushing water streams across or around the tip can approximate -
this ideal. Although it certainly dilutes the suspension and creates a
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complex and poorly defined flow pattern in the measuring volume, the annular
purge jacket system apparently permits accurate measurements with the impact
probe.
Mih and Parker (11) and Sanders (5) obtained the best results with the
impact tube extended slightly (i mm) beyond the end of the purge jacket.
They reported that the purge water velocity does not affect the impact
pressure reading over a certain range, depending on the suspension velocity.
When the purge was too low, however, fiber interference or stapling occurs,
reducing the pressure reading. If the purge flow was too high, it formed a
water barrier over the tip and the pressure reading dropped to a negative
value (11,14).
The annular purge impact probe used in the present study is shown in
place on the probe support block in Fig. 7. This probe was similar to the
one Sanders described in detail (5) but was over twice as long. The probe
was lengthened to 12 cm to reduce the anticipated interference of the flow
disturbance caused by the bar and probe support block. There were slotted
spacers out from solder drops between the impact tube and the brass purge
jacket. The spacers were found to be necessary to hold the impact tube in
the center of the jacket for a symmetrical purge water flow that permitted
a smooth, accurate, impact pressure signal. The tip of the impact probe
protruded 1 mm beyond the end of the purge jacket. The end of the purge
jacket was rounded to eliminate sharp edges and create a more streamlined
flow.
The probe was checked by measuring the jet velocity profiles in water
with and without purge water flow. The good agreement of these results with

















Figure 7. Impact Tube on Brass Plate
2.16
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measuring system in the turbulent jet. The impact pressure signal responded to
purge water flow changes substantially as described by Mih and Parker (11) and
by Seely (14).
The probe was checked in water flow both in the jet tank and in a small
consistency calibration loop that is described in a later section. The probe
behaved in an identical fashion in each flow system. In water the measured
impact pressure was not dependent on the purge water velocity until the purge
velocity reached a value between 1.5 and 2.0 times the oncoming water flow
velocity. The pressure signal then dropped. At low velocities of purge (and
of main flow) there was an abrupt drop of the impact pressure to a negative
value when the purge flow was too high. At higher absolute velocities this
dropoff when the purge was too high was gradual and the signal was unsteady.
The abrupt changes in the pressure reading to a steady and negative value
showed that an unbroken purge jet had formed over the probe tip completely.
The gradual, unsteady, decrease with increasing flow beyond the critical
point at high velocities probably meant that this purge jet was unstable.
The probe has also been checked in suspension flow both in the main jet
flow and in the calibration loop. The only difference between its behavior
in suspension flow and in water flow was that the impact pressure signal was
low at low purge rates, as expected, because of fiber stapling or interference
at the probe tip. A purge velocity "plateau" existed over which range the
pressure measurements had to be taken. The check of the probe in the calibra-
tion loop showed that this plateau impact pressure value was equal to the
impact pressure measured by the probe in water at the same flow rate. Curves
showing the purge velocity - flow velocity relationship in water and in
suspension flow are in Appendix III.
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IMPACT PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
A static pressure sensing tube fixed to the end of the probe support bar
was connected through clear instrument tubing to the differential pressure
indicating instrument (Fig. 8). Because the top surface of the tank was level
and at a constant (atmospheric) pressure and because the static pressure
tubing was water-filled, the vertical position of the static tube in the tank
actually made no difference. It could have been anywhere below the liquid
surface where the mean velocities and turbulent pressure fluctuations were
negligible.
The impact tube was connected by water-filled tubing through an Ashcroft
pulsation damper: to the other side of the differential pressure instrument.
Both impact and static lines were connected to Lucite air traps before they
reached the differential pressure instrument (Fig. 8).
A CCl4-water differential manometer was used to measure the impact
pressure for several series of velocity profiles in water. The slow impact
pressure oscillations made the manometer impossible to read accurately in a
reasonable length of time. Observation of the manometer meniscus drifting
over its range for twenty to thirty minutes permitted the estimation of an
uncertain average value of a single point on the profile. Eight hours of
constant observation produced a profile of uncertain average values that did
agree fairly well with the published jet curve data.
The manometer was replaced with a PACE continuously recording differential
pressure transducer. The amplified differential pressure signal had to be
calibrated in pressure terms. The calibration was repeated several times
during a run to insure that air leaks were not developing in the pressure
measuring system. (Since the measuring instrumentation was above the top
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surface of the tank, the pressures actually measured were both less than
atmospheric.) The calibration standards were two static columns of water;
the pressure was reported in centimeters of water. Two different transducers
were used. One covered the full range from zero to 315 cm/sec; the other had
a range of from zero to 150 cm/sec for greater accuracy at low velocities.
The Ai values from the transducer indicators were read from an Ester-
line Angus chart recorder connected through an RC high frequency filter to
the PACE amplifier-indicator. Each local impact pressure point was recorded
for between fifteen and thirty minutes depending on the steadiness of the
signal so that a profile took eight to ten hours. From the chart recording
a reliable average could be determined. To insure that the purge water
velocity was within the plateau range, two purge water flow rates were used
during the measurements of each point in a velocity profile.
CONSISTENCY MEASUREMENTS
The local time-mean consistencies in the axisymmetric submerged jet were
measured with an annular purge two-branch light guide. The consistency
measurements were made at the same axial distances as were the local time-mean
velocity measurements. Since the velocity measurements were made first, the
consistency measurements were made across a known velocity distribution.
The intensity of light reflected from a fiber suspension and returned
through the light guide is a function of the suspension consistency when fiber
properties and other suspension properties are constant. Before consistency
measurements can be made, however, an independent determination must be made
of a calibration curve giving consistency as a function of the reflected light
signal. A separate flow system was built for this calibration study.
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OPTICAL PROBE
Sanders was the first to use an optical probe to measure local time-mean
consistency as well as velocity (5). The optical probe measured the light
reflected from the fibers in a small volume of the flowing suspension. The
annular purge optical probe that he described in detail was a two-branch
glass fiber optics light guide surrounded by an annular purge jacket (5).
The heart of the annular purge optical probe was a two-branch fiber
optics light guide (Fig. 9). The ends of two optical fiber bundles were
mixed together to form a common end in which the individual fiber ends were
randomly distributed. A stainless steel casing held this common end to-
gether; the ends of the glass fibers were coated with epoxy resin and
polished. The other end of each of the two branches was also clad in a
smaller stainless steel cap, resin coated and polished. The remaining length
of each branch was sheathed in PVC between the capped ends; it was reasonably
flexible but still extremely fragile, especially where the covering changed
from PVC to steel.
There were approximately 525 individual, 3.5-m long glass fibers in the
light guide. A single fiber diameter was about 0.1 mm. This light guide,
built by the American Optical Corporation, was similar to the one Sanders
described, except that at the common end the fibers were randomly distributed
and the total length was much greater.
To form the optical consist aecy probe the stainless steel clad common
end of the light guide was enclosed in a brass annular purge jacket, as
shown in Fig. 10. This jacket was the one used by Sanders (5), modified so
that the purge water entered from one side only. The light guide tip protruded




probe, the continuous purge water flow around the light guide formed a small,
symmetric purge jet around but not over the probe tip. Under the proper
conditions the purge prevented fiber interference without affecting the optical
signal.
For consistency calibration experiments the probe was free as pictured
in Fig. 10, so that it could be temporarily mounted in different ways in the
calibration chamber. For the actual consistency measurements in the jet tank,
however, the purge jacket attached to the brass plate (Fig. 11). The plate
fitted to the traversing block just as it did when it carried the impact probe.
The center of the probe tip was 1 cm off of the surface of the plate which
put it exactly on the actual jet diameter. The probe tip was 12 cm below the
lower edge of the traversing block.
LIGHT SOURCE AND DETECTION CIRCUIT
Light from a stable light source passed through one branch of the light
guide, through the common end of the probe, into the fiber suspension. Light
reflected in some way from the fibers in the suspension passed through the
probe, through the second branch of the light guide to an electronic circuit
sensitive to light. The detection circuit produced a reading that had to be
calibrated in terms of absolute consistency.
The light source was a quartz-iodine lamp powered by a regulated dc
power supply. The light guide branch tip was held at a fixed angle to the
lamp but the distance of the light guide tip from the lamp was variable for
flexibility during the preliminary calibration experiments. Prior to the
final calibration measurements this distance was fixed and remained fixed
















Figure 11. Optical Probe on Brass Plate
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The relative intensity of the light reflected and returned through the
second branch of the light guide was monitored continuously by the detection
circuit. The clad tip of the return branch was held next to the sensitive
area of a photoconductive cell. Variations in the reflected light intensity
caused a variation in the electrical resistance of the photocell; the
resistance was measured in a simple resistance bridge circuit (Appendix IV).
The photocell was a Clairex cadmium-sulfide cell with a rated resistance
of 3.3 K2 at a light intensity of 2 ft candles. The actual reflected light
intensity from the nylon-12 suspensions, however, was in the range of 10 2-
ft candles and the photocell resistance there was roughly 500 KM. Clairex
literature (Appendix IV) states that in this intensity range the photocell
resistance is slightly dependent on its light history. After an intensity
change from dark history to actual lighted operation a wait was necessary
while the resistance increased from its initial value. In the experimental
system the photocell never received anything approaching the high intensities
of room light so this history effect was small. In actual operation up to
four hours (at the highest consistency) were required for the signal to drop
to its correct constant level when first struck with reflected light after a
long dark history. At this low intensity level, also, the response time of
the photocell to a reflected light change was quite long (on the order of two
seconds to 60% of the total change).
A photoconductive cell was chosen as the sensitive element for the light
detection circuit rather than a photomultiplier tube because the slower
response time of the photocell produced a mean signal more easily related to
the time-mean consistency. The system that Sanders used produced a sensitive
fluctuating signal from which a large time-dependent component had to be




The recorded indication of the photocell resistance, related by the
photocell characteristics to the intensity of light reflected from the sus-
pension, is related in an unknown way to the suspension consistency. Be-
cause of the present lack of knowledge of the nature of the reflected light
that reenters the light guide and of the flow patterns around the probe tip,
a theoretical relationship is not available. The probe must be experimentally
calibrated in terms of consistency for a particular suspension. The probe
signal should also be checked for effects of the variation of the oncoming
suspension velocity and purge water flow rate.
Sanders calibrated his optical probe and light measuring system, without
the purge water jacket but with the same wood pulp fibers that he used in his
pipe loop experiments (5). He was not able to calibrate his probe in a uni-.
form consistency flow parallel to and impacting on his probe and annular
purge water jacket. Thus he could not determine independently whether the
velocity of such an oncoming flow affects the consistency signal.
A calibration system built for this purpose in this study held the probe
directly into an oncoming suspension flow (Fig. 12). The flow velocity and
consistency at the probe tip was known and variable.
Calibration Loop
The calibration system was a continuous flow loop containing an open
surface calibration vessel (Fig. 13). The light guide and the purge water
tubing passed through the wall of the cylindrical Plexiglas vessel. The
probe tip was held just below the orifice of a vertical nozzle about 10 cm
under the open suspension surface. The vertically downward flow to the nozzle








Figure 12. Consistency Probe Calibration System
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operation. Mixing of the suspension in the vessel was generated by the high
velocity flow from the nozzle. The calculated mean retention time of the
suspension in the vessel was less than 20 sec; the volume of the vessel is
about 10 liters (total system volume was 26 liters) and the flow rates were
between 0.5 and 1.5 liters/sec.
The suspension left the vessel through an outlet in the center of the
base. A 3-m length of clear flexible tubing carried it to a magnetic flow-
meter (the same flowmeter described as a part of the jet tank system). A
1/2-hp pump moved the suspension up a 3 m vertical length of PVC pipe, through
two elbows and down a parallel length of the same pipe. The calibration
nozzle attached to the lower end of this straight, smooth dropleg.
The unthrottled output of the constant speed calibration loop pump was
about 1.7 liters/sec which gives a nozzle velocity of about 600 cm/sec. To
produce a variable and lower velocity there was a Hills-McCanna rubber
diaphragm throttle valve above the pump on the vertical upleg. Because of the
limitations of this pump and valve combination, the minimum practical flow
rates at higher consistencies were larger than those in the jet tank. In
fact, the lowest attainable velocity through the nozzle, even at lowest con-
sistency, was about 100 cm/sec. At consistencies above about 0.50% the
throttle valve plugged with fibers at flow rates below that which gave a
nozzle velocity of about 200 cm/sec. Finally, all calibration measurements
were made at velocities above about 300 cm/sec to provide sufficient suspension
mixing. At lower flow rates the suspension pumped around the loop was of
lower consistency than the bulk consistency.
The calibration nozzle was a cylindrical orifice 1.90 cm in diameter
















length of the rod was cut and threaded to screw over the end of the loop
dropleg. The suspension flow area was reduced abruptly inside the nozzle
from 12.6 to 2.83 cm2 . This contraction ahead of the nozzle was intended
to destroy any developed mean velocity or consistency nonuniformities with-
out introducing asymmetry. The nozzle orifice was too short to redevelop
time-mean nonuniformities of velocity or consistency. The probe was held
securely, directly under the nozzle orifice.
The calibration system volume was small enough so that the purge water
had to be continuously removed at the rate at which it was added in order
to prevent dilution of the suspension. The purge water was filtered fresh
water that passed through a rotometer and an air trap before passing through
the probe into the suspension. The conical end of a 75-mm glass funnel,
covered with wire mesh and cotton cloth, acted as a filter to remove water
from the calibration vessel (Fig. 13). The funnel neck was connected by
tubing to the bottom of a small constant level container outside of the
calibration vessel. The surface of this container was at the level of the
suspension surface in the calibration vessel and addition of purge water
caused an equal overflow of water from the constant level container. A
level difference of about 1 cm caused no detectable change in the consistency
signal from the optical probe.
Purge Water Effects
The dependence of the consistency signal on the purge water flow was
investigated first in the calibration loop and then continued in the jet tank.
The identical relationship of the purge flow to the optical signal behavior
was observed in both systems. As in the case of the purge impact probe,
at any suspension velocity there was a range of purge velocities over which
the reflected light intensity remained constant. (Purge velocity is purge
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water flow rate divided by the approximate annular flow area.) These constant
level values were correlated with consistency to obtain a calibration curve.
The purge water flow had to be great enough to keep fibers from stapling
over the probe tip. An artificially high concentration of fibers at the tip
would have produced a high signal. Too much purge flow would have formed a
jet over the tip, pushing fibers away and leaving clear water in front of the
probe, producing a low signal. The correct signal had to be found between
these two extremes. The correct purge jet was apparently one that extended to
the proper point with respect to the light guide tip before slowing to zero
velocity and being turned back by the oncoming suspension flow. This point was
probably slightly beyond the tip. The mean velocity of the purge where it left
the purge jacket was the only control measure of purge extent. For different
probes (with different diameters and distances from light guide tip to purge
jacket end) purge velocities considerably different from the oncoming sus-
pension velocity could be required to hold the purge jet at a proper level.
The experimental observations verified the expectations but also intro-
duced a new factor. At either of the two extremes caused by an improper purge
velocity the optical signal was unsteady. As the purge velocity increased
or decreased toward its correct level, the magnitude of the fluctuations de-
creased. When there were observable individual spikes in the fluctuating
signal, they were generally positive (toward higher consistency indication) at
a low purge flow rate and negative at a high purge flow rate. The recorded
reflected light signal made a careful examination of these fluctuations possible.
This dependence of the signal fluctuation magnitude on the purge jet
velocity was an important factor in insuring the proper velocity for a given
suspension velocity. The sketch of Fig. 15 shows the light signal response to
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changes in purge velocity at three oncoming suspension velocities. The un-
certainty brackets at each point represent the observed magnitude of fluctua-
tion.
At sufficiently high suspension velocities, the signal was steady and
completely independent of purge velocity. At the lowest suspension velocities
the purge water plateau was small and was located most accurately by tuning
the purge water velocity to give the lowest signal fluctuation level.
All consistency measurements were made at two or more purge velocities
to insure that the signal was at the desired constant value level. As Fig.
15 indicates, this technique was less satisfactory at suspension velocities
below about 50 cm/sec. At these velocities the magnitude of the signal
fluctuation at different purge flow rates was a better guide to the correct
reading. As the suspension velocity neared zero (at the edge of the suspension
jet) the correct light signal cannot be determined accurately so that no
measurements are reported from that region.
Calibration Curve
The consistency probe calibration curve measurements were made in the
calibration loop at velocities above 300 cm/sec. There was no effect of the
suspension velocity on the reflected light signal when the purge water was
properly adjusted as described in the previous section. Figure 16 shows that
the reflected light signal was clearly a smooth function of the suspension
consistency as Sanders reported (5). The entire calibration procedure was
repeated several times. The actual consistency data were calculated from
the weight of fibers added and the known volume of the entire calibration system.
Some interesting data were also available from experiments in the jet
tank itself. In preparation for jet consistency distribution measurements
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the nylon-12 fibers were normally mixed into the jet flow tank system at a
nozzle velocity of 538 cm/sec. This velocity corresponded to the highest
of the three flow rates used in the jet tank, providing the most thorough
mixing of fibers. The fibers were added in several increments. Consistency
samples were taken from the mixing tank after steady-state conditions were
reached following the addition of each increment of the fibers.
After each of these consistency increasing increments, measurements
were made with the consistency probe at r = 0 and z = 25, 35, 45, and 55 cm.
Those readings made at z = 25 cm fell approximately on the cuve from the
calibration loop data in Fig. 16. No measurements were made in the jet tank
below z = 25 cm because the main jet flow was not fully developed there.
CONSISTENCY DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT
The consistency distribution measurements were made by moving the optical
probe across the width of the jet flow. The position of the probe was deter-
mined exactly as for the impact probe. Jet width and the approximate position
of the jet axis were known from the velocity measurements. Also it was
possible to determine the approximate jet boundary with the optical probe
because the light signal became highly erratic as the suspension velocity
approached zero. As expected, the magnitude of the signal fluctuations in-
creased steadily from the jet axis to the outer boundary of the flow pattern.
The absolute consistency was determined from the measured light intensity
signal by using the calibration curve of Fig. 16.
FIBER SUSPENSIONS
Although wood pulp is of great practical interest in suspension studies,
it is not always the best fiber to use. Wood fibers are twisted and fibrillated
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and have a nonuniform cross section; uniform length is almost impossible to
obtain. Important fiber suspension properties change when wood pulp is pumped
in a loop or even just soaked in water for long periods. Wood fibers are
relatively heavy in comparison to water, even when water soaked; their lack of
buoyancy would be a problem in slowly moving flows. In fiber suspension re-
search it is often advantageous to use synthetic fibers to model wood pulp.
Fibers of nylon, rayon, or dacron have circular cross sections, can be cut to
uniform lengths, do not deteriorate, and absorb insignificant amounts of
water. A limited number of parameters describes them completely (9).
SYNTHETIC MODEL FIBERS
The tendency of wood pulp fibers to form fiber networks must be carefully
modeled if synthetic fibers are to be used. The fiber length-to-width ratio
(L/D) is probably the primary determinant of this behavior at a given consis-
tency. Typical softwood pulp fibers that have been used in suspension studies
have L/D ratios of about 50 (5,9). A closely related, and potentially more
informative, parameter is the flexibility which is dependent upon the elastic
modulus, E, of the fiber and cannot be made quantitative for wood pulp fibers.
It can be used to compare synthetic fibers where E is known. The flexibility
of a wood pulp fiber is greater than that of nylon fiber of equivalent
dimensions. Actually, neither L/D nor flexibility should be relied :on quanti-
tatively because the synthetic fiber widths are usually cylinder diameters and
the corresponding pulp fiber values are for widths of a thin ribbon. Higher
L/D and greater flexibility cause an increase in network formation and de-
partures during flow from Newtonian behavior (9,16).
Several investigators used synthetic model fibers in suspension flow
studies (9,11,16). All reported satisfactory results over a wide range of
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L/D values. Daily and Bugliarello used two sizes of nylon with L/D ratios
of 334 and 369 (9). Mih and Parker used rayon of about the same size (L/D
381) (11). Bobkowicz and Gauvin used much shorter nylon fibers; a range of
widths and lengths gave them L/D values approximately from 12 to 51. The
lengths of their fibers ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 mm (16,17). The phenomenon
of network formation was apparently observed in each case, although Bobkowicz
and Gauvin had to work at rather high consistencies.
Daily and Bugliarello reported that they experienced great difficulty
in dispersing their nylon fibers at suspension consistencies above 0.5%.
With dispersing agents and antifoaming chemicals they produced satisfactory
results below 0.5% but the "experiments became increasingly time-consuming,
limiting in turn the amount of data obtainable (9)."
In the confined suspension jet used in the present study the circulation
loops along the tank walls promoted mixing of the fibers but were too slow
to keep wood pulp fibers from settling out on the tank baseplate. The
specific gravity of rayon is 1.5, of nylon-6 is 1.14, compared to wet wood
pulp fiber at roughly 1.2. These commonly used synthetic fibers would also
settle in the slow jet tank recirculation loops. Because of the large volume
of fluid needed, no fluid except water was practical in the jet tank. There-
fore, a fiber with a specific gravity close to 1.00 was required. The only
fiber meeting this criterion was a new nylon called nylon-12 that had never
been reported in a fiber suspension study before.
SUSPENSIONS OF NYLON-12 FIBERS
Nylon-12 is so named because of its straight chain structure of acid
amide groups and the 12 carbon atoms in its monomer unit (32). Its proper-
ties are similar to those of other polyamides (nylons) except that nylon-12
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has a specific gravity of 1.01. Nylon-12 has a modulus of elasticity of
170,000 compared to 212,000 psi for nylon-6. When water-soaked for 1000
hours, it absorbs 1.5% of water, compared to about 10.5% for nylon-6. Its
linear swelling in water is 0.2%, compared to 2.5% for nylon-6.
Nylon-12 proved to be an excellent fiber for the turbulent suspension
flow studies but there were two drawbacks to its use. Little nylon-12 has
been extruded into monofilament and no nylon-12 had been made at all in this
country. It is much more expensive to produce than are regular nylons and
offers no advantages as a..commercial fiber. Therefore, its availability will
continue to be limited. The fiber used in this study was produced as a mono-
filament by Grilon, SA., in Switzerland, and was cut by Cellusuede Products,
Inc., in Rockford, Illinois. The other problem was that it was difficult
to disperse the nylon-12 in water. The long hydrocarbon chain of nylon-12
(nearly a paraffin structure) is responsible for the low specific gravity
and water absorption but also makes the fiber extremely hydrophobic.
Only about 25 kg of 6 denier (D = 29.1 microns) nylon-12 could be ob-
tained. It was cut to a uniform length of 3 mm. This gave a fiber ratio of
L/D = 103. A longer fiber might have flocculated excessively; shorter fibers
might not have shown the characteristics of a wood fiber suspension.
The untreated fibers did not disperse in water. When forced to disperse
by agitation, they carried air bubbles with them and returned immediately to
the surface. The addition of a small amount of wetting agent called Triton
X-100 alkyll phenoxy polyethoxy ethanol), dissolved in ethanol, immediately
removed the air and dispersed the fibers. Much of the TRX-100 apparently
stayed on the fiber surfaces when the water was drained from the suspension.
Only a small amount of makeup TRX-100 - ethanol solution was required each
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time the fibers were put back into suspension once they were initially
treated unless they were rinsed in water.
A consistency sampling study showed that dip samples of the nylon-12
suspension taken at the top of the jet tank were of the same consistency as
those from the mixing tank at the same time. This sampled consistency was
equal to the calculated bulk consistency based on the weight of dry fiber
added to the system. All of the fibers that could be seen through the
Plexiglas baseplate were in motion. Thus, it is probable that all of the
nylon-12 fiber was in the suspension and well mixed.
Three jet flow rates were used in jet measurements in the tank. At
the two higher flow rates the nylon-12 from the tank baseplate dispersed
into a flowing suspension immediately after the pump was first turned on.
The lowest flow rate, however, would not bring all of the fiber off the
baseplate after any length of time. If the suspension was initially mixed
at higher flow rates, the low flow rate did keep the fibers in suspension
for many hours afterward (at least). Initial experiments with wood pulp
showed that there were always wood fibers on the baseplate at all flow rates.
The nylon-12 fibers were nearly transparent in water:. . As expected, a
preliminary investigation revealed that the amount of light reflected by the
nylon-12 in suspension was much less than that from an equal consistency
suspension of wood fibers.
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RESULTS
Local time-mean velocities and consistencies were measured in the sub-
merged fiber suspension jet at various transverse distances at four axial
distances in a single vertical plane containing the jet axis. They are
presented as profiles of velocity or consistency across the jet flow. An
analysis of the velocity profiles resulted in values for the empirical
parameters characterizing the profiles. No analysis of the consistency
distributions were required since they were found to be uniform.
JET VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Each of three different jets was studied both in water and at a nylon-12
fiber consistency of 0.75%. One of the jets was also investigated at several
intermediate consistencies. The three jets were formed through the same
nozzle (d = 2.27 cm) at different average initial velocities of 383, 475, and
-o
538 cm/sec. The three velocities were chosen arbitrarily except that the
lowest was at the minimum pump speed. The initial jet momentum values
(actually momentum rate divided by water density), were M = w u 2 r 2, are
5.94 x 105, 9.13 x 105, and 11.71 x 105 cm4/sec 2 , for the low, medium, and
high speed jets, respectively. Traditional jet theory predicts that this
initial momentum should be the single experimental variable necessary to
characterize a given pure fluid jet issuing into an infinite volume of the
stationary fluid.
The two important empirical constants, u and r , were determined from
the experimental velocity distribution, u(r). They could have been found
graphically with reasonable accuracy by drawing a curve, (r by fitting one
of the three analytical curves of Fig. 2) through the data. The accuracy
of this procedure would have depended on the accuracy of the determination
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of the axis of symmetry of the data. The experimental scatter of the data
would have made precision in this step difficult to obtain.
If one of the approximate analytical expressions for the velocity dis-
tributions were assumed, the best values of u and r for each profile could
be determined statistically. The reduced data were most accurately repre-
sented by the error curve Equation (18) which is repeated here:
The data for each profile were fitted to this expression by least-squares
analysis. Although the error curve did not represent the data perfectly, the
values of r and u computed in this way, were usually as accurate as the
best that could have been obtained graphically.
For all of the velocity distribution data, the computed u and r
values were inspected graphically for reasonableness by plotting the reduced
profiles as u/u = (r/r ). The reduced profiles, in turn, permitted a
visual inspection of the fit of the data to the error curve and a test of
the similarity of the profiles. In this form the data could also be compared
to the other semiempirical curves of Fig. 2 and to published data.
Once the value of r was obtained for the profiles of a given jet, it
was possible to check its predicted proportionality to the distances of the
profiles from the jet origin. This law of linear spread of the jet could be
evaluated with the values of the measured axial distances from the nozzle, z,
by rewriting Equation (19):
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where the constant, C , was predicted to be 1.82/a in the Abramovich analysis.
The empirical jet constant, a, can thus be obtained immediately. As de-
scribed earlier, a is the distance from the plane of the nozzle to the virtual
origin of the jet flow pattern. A value of a was determined for each jet.
The analysis that led to the proportionality of r and z also led to
Equation (22) which can be rewritten simply as
where C = 0.645 a r in the Abramovich analysis.
If the experimental jet fitted the theory exactly, then the value of a
that made Equation (77) correct for a given jet would be identical to that
determined from Equation (78). In general, however, two different values are
usually found. The magnitude of the discrepancy might be a rough measure of
the nonideality of the specific experimental jet. If the location of the
virtual origin determined from the axial velocities were called a , then the
distance to that virtual origin from the profile would be z + a . Similarly,
the location of the origin as determined from the values of r can be called
a and that origin is then a distance z + a from the profile.
WATER JETS
Velocity distribution measurements were made at four axial distances
(z = 25, 35, 45, and 55 cm) in each of the three jets in water. The water jet
profiles permitted comparison of the experimental jet with previously reported
jets of Newtonian fluids. The complete set of results for the jet with an
initial velocity of u = 475 cm/sec is presented here; those for the other two
are in Appendix VI.
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Figure 17 shows the four measured profiles as u(r). The four profiles
in reduced form are given in Fig. 18 along with the error curve.
Figure 19 is an illustration of a graphical analysis of the lines repre-
sented by the two equations
A simple linear least-squares analysis of the four points for each line
establishes the constant slope values (which could give a) and the intercepts,
a and a
Table I gives numerical results for the three water jets. The Abramovich
formulas of Equation (19) and Equation (22) were used to determine the values
of a. If it is assumed that the differences in the values of a for the three
jets are due to experimental error, than a mean value of a = 6.0 cm is a
meaningful result. A mean value of O (based on the r analysis) is 22.3.
Similarly, the mean value for a is 1.5 cm and for O (from the u analysis)
is 19.5. The values of the empirical jet constant are in good agreement
with the range of values reported in the literature.
SUSPENSION JETS
Velocity distribution measurements were made at four axial distances
in the three jets at a suspension consistency of 0.75%. This was the highest
consistency possible in the jet tank with the quantity of nylon-12 fibers
available. The complete results for the jet with u = 475 cm/sec are presented










Figure 20 shows the four measured profiles as u(r). Figure 21 gives the
four profiles in reduced form along with the error curve. The suspension
profiles show profile similarity and fall on the reduced error curve exactly
as do Newtonian jet profiles. Comparison of Fig. 20 with Fig. 17, however,
shows a significant difference between the suspension jet and the water jet.
The two jets have identical initial momentum values but the velocity at a
given point in the suspension jet profile is lower than that in the corre-
sponding water jet profile. The reason for this difference is discussed in
the following section.
Figures 22-25 show the four suspension profiles plotted below the corre-
sponding water profiles. The difference between the water jet velocities
and the suspension jet velocities is nearly uniform across the jet width.
Table II shows the results for the suspension jets presented in the same
form as for the water jets. The values of a and a are not equal and are
larger than the corresponding water jet values. Figure 26 shows the lines
of Equations (79) and (80). The differences between o and o are greaterr u
than for the water jet. In fact, o (mean) = 25.3 is slightly greater than
the highest values of a reported in the literature, and a (mean) = 18.2u
is slightly less than the lowest. The theory that requires a constant value
of o (and, in fact allows its calculation) assumes momentum conservation in
the z-direction.
JET MOMENTUM ANALYSIS
If momentum flux is conserved in an experimental jet so that









Figure 26. Graphical Determination of a and a for a Suspension Jet
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Equation (82) is written in terms of the two empirical constants for each
velocity profile of any experimental jet. If this same formula were used
with the u and r values from a particular nonideal submerged jet where
z-direction momentum flux was not constant, an M(z) would be obtained that
differed from M = w u2 r2. The ratio M(z)/M and the extent of its
variation with z would indicate the degree of the nonideality:
Values of M/M (and of u r ) determined from Equation (83) are listed in
Tables I and II. In the water jet they decrease from near unity with in-
creasing z. In the suspension jet they decrease with increasing z at a level
well below unity. The jet momentum balance that follows shows that the z-
dependence can be caused by recirculating flows in the confined experimental
jet tank.
The analysis leading to Equation (83) assumed a good fit of the experi-
mental data to the error curve, Equation (18), for the jet profile at which
the momentum is to be calculated. It also assumed that all profiles in a
given jet fit Equation (18), that is, that the profiles are all similar.
The decrease in M/M with increasing z, calculated from Equation (83) might
not be real, then, if the profiles were not nearly similar or if the data
were not actually a good fit to the error curve.
It is possible to check the calculated values of M/M by graphical
integration of actual measured velocity profiles to determine n('z). Since
m(z) = 2Tr f u2 rdr, it is also true that m(z) = T J u2d(r2) and the momentum
is the area under the curve of u 2 plotted against r2 , multiplied by iw. This
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analysis (Simpson's rule) was made for the four water jet profiles in the jet
with u = 475 cm/sec. At z = 25, 35, 45, and 55 cm the measured M/M values
were 1.00, 0.91, 0.86, and 0.83. These are all slightly lower than the corre-
sponding calculated values in Table I but the momentum decrease is certainly
verified.
Confined Jet Momentum Balance
The momentum conservation assumption is valid if external forces do not
act on the ideal submerged jet issuing into fluid which is otherwise at con-
stant velocity. A receiving body of fluid at constant velocity (or motionless
in the simplest such case) is difficult to achieve, especially in liquid sub-
merged jets where confining walls are necessary. It was impossible to insure
a zero z-direction momentum in the surrounding fluid in the jet tank.
A momentum balance can be written for the submerged jet with confining
walls. Consider cylindrical walls with radius, r., and an axis coinciding
with the jet axis. Figure 27 schematically illustrates the jet shape and
velocity profile, along with streamlines for the ideal case. Actually the fluid
entrained by the jet may have a z-direction velocity component. The size of the
jet flow area is shown out of proportion to the size of the confining jet tank.
The area of jet flow is actually small in comparison to the area between the
jet and the tank wall where a counterflow exists, generally in the negative
z-direction.
The flux of z-direction momentum is through the control surfaces I and II
(both circular) and III (cylindrical). The radius, rl, of surface III is
chosen much larger than the jet half-width so that, at that radius, the
counterflow has a z-direction velocity component in the amount of u (rl, z).
This feature is unique to the confined submerged jet where continuity requires a
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Figure 27. Steamlines in Confined Submerged Jet
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counterflow near the wall to provide for the volume of fluid entrained by the
jet. At control surface III the flow is complex and u at a given point might-s
be positive or negative. No attempt is made to illustrate these flows in
Fig. 27.
The z-direction momentum flux (omitting the fluid density, p, which
remains constant) through surface I is
At surface II, z-direction momentum leaves with the jet flow and enters with
the counterflow. The momentum flux is
There is an inward transport of fluid through the cylindrical surface III of
differential length dz:
where u is the r-direction velocity of the fluid outside of the jet. The
z-direction momentum flux at surface III is in the direction of the negative
z-axis, so the total flux through surface III is
z
The value of this integral might be positive or negative.
If the flow is steady and if no external forces act on the fluid within
the control surfaces, momentum influx must equal momentum out-flux. This
yields
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The momentum in the central jet, where velocity measurements are made, is
Although momentum is conserved in the flow within the confining walls, M(z)
will equal M only if u = 0. The momentum ratio, M(z )/M , will not
necessarily equal unity in any experiment where confining walls exist and
counterflow is necessary.
A momentum balance similar to Equation (88) may also be derived from
Equation (64) for the suspension jet. It is possible, however, that the under-
lying assumptions of the boundary layer type of equation may not all prove to
be valid for the complete flow in the jet tank. After consideration of Fig. 27,
Equation (64) is multiplied through by 2rr and integrated with respect to r
from 0 to rl
If Equation (90) is now integrated with respect to z
which is Equation (89) with one additional term. For the confined jet, there-
fore, the two-phase suspension theory also predicts a dependence of the jet
momentum on z, and suggests a dependence on R, if were nonzero.
In the confined jet there is a definite reason to keep the R term, even
if it were true that the relative velocity was zero and that was constant.
Because r is not known, it might be of interest to set it equal to the inside
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jet tank radius, r,. This can be done only if R includes the viscous shear
terms which were neglected when Equation (64) was derived. Near the wall the
shear terms would become essential. At r1 = r., UV is zero and Equation (91)
becomes
Again, the conclusion from both Equation (89) and Equation (92) is that the jet
momentum in a confined submerged suspension jet does not necessarily equal the
initial momentum. Thus, there is a theoretical prediction of the apparent
momentum conservation inconsistency discussed earlier, although it is not
possible to predict whether actual jet momentum would be larger or smaller
than the initial momentum.
Measured Momentum Values
Figure 28 shows values of M/M from Table I and Table II plotted against
measured distances from the axis for both the water jets and the suspension
jets. The accuracy is sufficient so that the difference between the water jet
values and the suspension jet values is significant. Also, at a given consis-
tency, the difference between values of M/M at different axial distances in a
jet is significant, but the difference between the points for the different
jets at a given z-distance appears to be insignificant.
Velocity profiles were also measured in one jet (u = 475 cm/sec) at four
consistencies between zero and 0.75%. These profiles fell between the water
jet profiles and the 0.75% consistency jet profiles. The best way to character-
ize these profiles is with the plot of M/M against consistency. These curves
indicate that the fibers began to affect the measurements at a consistency of
about 0.2% (Fig. 29).
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Figure 28. Momentum Ratio of Measured Profiles in Water
Consistency Suspension of Nylon-12










Local consistency distributions were measured across the jet flow
patterns at the four axial distances in the three experimental jets. The
consistency distributions all proved to be uniform: the consistency was not
a function of r. The magnitude of the fluctuations of the reflected light
signal varied across a profile, and the fluctuations near the jet boundary
(zero velocity) were too large for accurate readings, but, within the limits
of the uncertainty of the measurements, the profiles were flat.
There was a slight increase in the consistency signal with increasing
axial distance, and also with decreasing initial velocity. This signal in-
crease appears to be significantly larger than could be attributed to experi-
mental error. A systematic, undetected incongruity in the probe calibration
(perhaps its response to changing conditions of turbulence) could have caused
these departures from complete uniformity. The differences between points
within a given profile (which diminish as z increases) are too small to be
significant.
Consistency profiles at 0.73, 0.59, and 0.30% are shown in Fig. 30-32
for the three jets. Profiles measured at consistencies below about 0.3%
were completely uniform and showed much smaller fluctuation magnitudes. As
the consistency was reduced, the differences between the consistency signals
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Figure 32. Consistency Distributions
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The suspension jet velocity distributions agree with the new semiempirical
suspension jet analysis to the extent that a solution to the equations has
been found. Some general characteristics of fiber suspension flow discovered
in pipe flow were not found in the jet flow system. In the jet the fibers
did not change the reduced shape of the velocity distributions. The momentum
transfer was apparently not significantly affected. The measured suspension
jet velocity distributions were different from water jet velocity distributions
but, in reduced form, they exhibited the same characteristic jet shape that
Newtonian fluids do. The distribution of fibers in the jet flow pattern was
not dependent on the radial jet coordinate, indicating that the shear stress
distribution alone cannot be responsible for nonuniform consistency distribu-
tions in turbulent fiber suspension flow.
A secondary conclusion that is important to the understanding of this
study is that the confinement of the experimental jet produced a nonideal
dependence of the total jet momentum on the axial jet coordinate.
THE EXPERIMENTAL WATER JET
Published experimental studies of water jets were limited in number and
scope and did not provide a sufficient base of experimental information for
the water-fiber suspension jet studies. Even for the air jets the published
results were not consistent. It was necessary, therefore, to establish the
properties of the submerged water jet and to test conventional jet assumptions.
In particular, all air jet studies made the constant momentum flux assumption
but none used their experimental results to attempt to determine the difference
between the known initial momentum and the actual measured momentum. There
were two possible reasons for this omission: neither of the semiempirical
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curves appeared to fit the data well enough to give sufficient accuracy to a
calculated momentum ratio, and the poor experimental accuracy at the outside
of the jet may have appeared to make graphical integration unreliable. In
fact, the present velocity data were used to determine actual momentum by
both methods with good accuracy.
The only published jet investigation that did include an actual momentum
determination was that by Gaylord (24). He used the error curve formula,
Equation (18), and the values of u , r , u , and d to determine M/M . The
results from his dissertation are given in Table III. ,(All of Gaylord's basic
velocity data were given as values of u/u without ever stating u , itself,
so it is not possible to check the calculations of M/M .) Gaylord's jet was
as confined as the one in this study and the results of the confined jet
momentum balance are equally applicable to it.
It is possible to determine the values of M/M from other published jet
data. Jet velocity results by Trupel, given in detail in the Abramovich text
(23), can easily be used to determine M/M values in the same way that Gaylord
did it, by Equation (83). The Rouse data can also be treated to show the
relationship between M/M and z (26). Because of the way in which the original
data were presented, however, the result is less precise than for the Trupel
data. Reichardt did not give the absolute values for u (all velocity data are
reduced) so only relative M/M ratios can be obtained (25).. The various com-
putations that led from the published data to the numbers in Table III assumed
that either the error curve or the mixing length theory was a good fit to the
data. The results in Table III are in general agreement with those presented
in Table I and Fig. 28 and with the results of the graphical determination from
actual velocity measurements in the present work. Because of their larger
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A simple analysis shows the dependence of M/M on the two apparent
locations, a and a , of the pole of the main region of the jet. Equations
Substitution of Equation (93) into Equation (83) yields
If a = a , or if a and a are negligibly small with respect to z, then
M/M does not depend on z. In most experimental jets, however, a and a are
not equal and are significantly larger than zero so that M/M does depend on z.
Gaylord determined a value for a from a least-squares fit to Equation
(80). His average value was a = 0.31 d . In comparison, the a values of
Table I range from 0.30 d to 0.85 d . Gaylord did not give a value for a ,
but an approximate mean value for his jet is a /d = 4. This compares to the
values in Table I of a /d = 2.26, 2.42, and 3.12 for the three water jets.
Abramovich stated that "in an axially symmetric jet the position of the
pole, found from the axial velocity, differs from the position determined from
the radial line equal to half the axial velocity." He did not mention, how-
ever, that this implies a value of M/M that is dependent on z. Abramovich
said that the best value from Trupel's data for the apparent pole location
was a = 1.9 d o.
jets.
It is clear that the present experimental jet is much like those that
have been investigated previously. The principle of conservation of jet
momentum flux can hold only approximately within these real jet flows. As
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total axial momentum decreased with increasing z, both u and r dropped
below their ideal values. The dependence of M/M on z was caused by the
velocity, u , of the return flow loops. Because the relationship between
u and r is not known, the experimental values of M(z) cannot be used to
determine u from Equation (89). It is clear, however, that the last two
terms of Equation (89) are not zero for the present experimental jet:
SUSPENSION JET VELOCITY PROFILES
As Fig. 21 shows, the suspension jet velocity profiles are similar, so
that there should be a universal solution of Equation (71). To obtain such
a solution two assumptions must be made to eliminate z-dependence from the
equation. First, l(z+a) must be a linear function of (z+a):
Then, R must either be an inverse function of (z+a) 3 or be set equal to zero.
The first alternative does not make physical sense but the second is not
appealing either because of the apparent importance of the terms of R in the
suspension analysis. Therefore, R could be retained temporarily for a
complete solution of Equation (71) and perhaps be set equal to zero later.
For convenience, R is expressed
where $ is a constant.
Now Equation (71) can be integrated, yielding
(98)
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which is a modification of the error law equation. Equation (70) can then be
written using Equation (98)
and the equation for U* becomes
mud
The velocity U* must be zero at infinitely large radial distance. Inspection
of Equation (100) shows that U* cannot become zero as n becomes infinite un-
less is zero. This conclusion simply means that R should have been set
equal to zero for the solution of Equation (71). For R = 0, Equation (98)
becomes
and the solution for U* is
mud
Equation (60) defines the velocity, U*, approximately, as
This velocity is to be compared to that determined from dynamic pressure
measurements made in the jet flow. This dynamic pressure measured in a tur-
bulent flow is (pA/2)[£ 2 (.u2+u')]. Turbulence measurements in air jets
showed that although the mean square fluctuation velocity, u2, was an
order of magnitude smaller than u2 near the center of the jet, it was commen-
surate with it near the jet boundary. Therefore, the measured velocity pro-
files represented the distribution of (u2+u'2)/ 2 across the jet. The
factor E'u' in Equation (103) is not related to the dynamic pressure. It
cannot be sensed by the pitot tube.
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The velocity described by Equation (103) was derived from the equation
for the change of total momentum. This includes momentum transport due to
turbulent mass flux of the fiber phase, 'u_'. If this cannot be measured,
an equation for the distribution of measured velocity must be
The probable sign of e'u' can be predicted if certain physical hypotheses
about s' and u are accepted. Consider the solid fraction, c = 1 - s. At
any point in the suspension, if c drops below the mean solid fraction, c, then
c' is negative. At this same point in the flow, the velocity, , should be
higher than itsmean value, u, because a low local consistency develops by
local concentration of the water phase. The velocity fluctuation, u' is
then positive and the correlation, c'u, is negative. In the opposite case,
a positive c' should occur simultaneously with a negative u and c'u is
again negative. Therefore,
might well usually be positive when these assumptions are roughly correct.
The value of e'u' remains unpredictable.
The two constants, m and X, are not functions of C and could be determined
from water jet results. It is possible to determine values for the term
'u_'/(+u'2/U2)/ from the data and Equation (104) and to observe the dependence
of the function on r and (z+a).
Since
as determined in Table I, a value of m would be easily obtained. It is con-
venient, however, to revert to the general form
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Because the experimental water jets fitted the curve described by Equation
(18), it is possible now to express X in those terms:
Values of the constant, [r /(z+a)], are determined for the jets in Table I
and X can be calculated directly.
Equation (104) is finally written in terms of these measured variables
where u is the centerline velocity of the water jet. If E'u' and u 2 were
known by theory or experiment, then Equation (108) would predict suspension
velocity distributions.
Table IV shows calculated values of the reduced form
from Equation (108) for the jet with u = 475 cm/sec at 0.75% consistency.
Figure 33 illustrates these values as a function of r/r . Because ui2/u 2
cannot be measured with the velocity probe,.it is not possible to determine
E'u', either.
In conclusion, the measured velocities in the suspension jet are lower
than the corresponding velocities in the water jet with equal initial
momentum. Suspension flow theory shows that this difference is due to a
turbulent mass flux term, e'u'. Because of the resulting unmeasured contri-
bution to the total jet momentum, the momentum flux at a suspension jet pro-
file is smaller than that in the corresponding water jet.
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TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF E =
FOR SUSPENSION JET WITH 0.75% CONSISTENCY
s = 25 cm
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s = 55 cm


















































Over the lower range of measured values, however, M/M has the same
relationship to z that it does in the experimental water jet. The momentum
ratio of the suspension jet decreases steadily as z increases. Again, this
phenomenon is due to return flow loops in the confining tank and can be
characterized with the two apparent locations of the virtual pole of the main
jet region. The value of a from Fig. 26 (and found in Table II) is not
-U
significantly different from that for the corresponding water jet. This
indicates that a is a valuable parameter with which to characterize the-u
experimental jet flow system itself, as previous investigators suggest. The
value of a , however, is significantly larger in the suspension jet than in
the corresponding water jet. The difference between a and a is directly
related to the magnitude of the measured momentum "loss," the momentum contri-
bution of E'u'.
Finally, it is found that the shape of the reduced jet velocity profiles
are not affected by the fibers in the suspension. This lack of difference in
the shape of the profiles makes the difference in momentum flux especially
important for without it the profiles would be indistinguishable.
SUSPENSION JET CONSISTENCY PROFILES
The consistency measurements showed that the correct solution to a con-
sistency distribution equation for the jet would have been c = constant.
This solution is consistent with Equations (72)-(75).
There are apparent incongruities in the measured consistency signal
profiles. The probe signal increased as axial distance increased. At high
bulk consistency the signals in the slowest jet (u = 383 cm/sec) indicated
a consistency higher than the known bulk consistency.
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Since there would not be an axial consistency gradient unless there was
a radial gradient, or perhaps an extremely large relative velocity, these
inconsistencies must be attributed to a systematic experimental error. The
consistency probe is not well enough understood for the effect of turbulence
(or other flow variables) on the signal to be entirely known. The evidence
here suggests that a lower turbulence intensity (declining as z increases)
might have produced higher signals. The consistency calibration system flow
was probably highly turbulent. Note that it is at u = 538 cm/sec and z =
-o
25 cm that the consistency probe signal and bulk system consistency agree
with the consistency calibration curve (Fig. 16). There are slightly low con-
sistency signals near the boundary of some profiles. It is likely that the
probe does not function well at high consistency and very low velocity. As
Fig. 15 shows, the purge water plateau disappears at low velocities. Also at
the jet boundary the suspension velocity vector is at a slight angle to the
probe which could cause the purge jet water to come directly into the
sensing volume of the probe.
Time-mean fiber distributions in suspension flow are not made nonuniform
by the action of the shear stresses as they may have been in pipe flow experi-
ments. The two-phase theoretical treatment of turbulent pipe flow led to an
equation that supports these results found in the system. There was nothing
in the theory, however, to suggest physical mechanisms for the influences of
shear rate on the fiber distribution. The jet results indicate that, in fact,
shear rate does not influence fiber distribution.
The jet consistency distributions show that, in general, the presence of
shear stresses (a nonuniform mean velocity distribution) alone does not create
a nonuniform mean consistency distribution. It is possible that particular
velocity distributions (for example, that of pipe flow) or the influences of
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solid walls are necessary for a nonuniform fiber distribution. These con-
clusions will be important in future study and design of fiber suspension
flow systems where fiber distribution are of interest.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Any future work in this field must be postponed until an exhaustive
scientific study is made of the purged optical consistency probe. It must be
analyzed theoretically and experimentally. The calibration loop used in the
present study provides a starting point for this work, although it would re-
quire extensive design improvements. A truly scientific understanding of the
flow of water: and fibers around the probe tip and of the optical behavior of
the light reflected from the suspension must be realized.
The present jet tank flow system could be used to study suspensions of
other sizes of nylon-12 fibers if more nylon-12 is ever available. Measure-
ments of jet momentum loss could be used to characterize suspensions of fibers
with different diameters and lengths. Some information might be obtained from
wood fiber suspensions in the jet if the experiments were designed to tolerate
a vertical consistency gradient and a bed of fibers on the tank baseplate. If
the jet tank system is ever used again, I recommend that the mixing tank be
moved up to the level of the top surface of the jet tank. This would eliminate
a free dropleg, and a valve, and make continuous operation of the system by
one person practical.
I repeat Sanders' suggestion that fibers of different substances in dif-
ferent sizes be studied in suspension flow, specifically in tube flow where
settling will not occur. The importance of wall effects on the consistency
distribution could be determined by using pipe loops of different diameters.
The continuous chart recording of impact pressures, for velocity profiles,
and of the consistency signals is an advancement in suspension flow research.
It is valuable for accurate measurements of local mean quantities and should be
used in future suspension flow investigations unless measurement of turbulent
fluctuations is necessary.
NOMENCLATURE
= Boussinesq turbulent viscosity (L2T -1)
= viscous flow resistance coefficient (L 2).
= distance from plane of jet nozzle to pole of main jet region (L)
= value of a (pole distance) based on values of u (L)
= value of a (pole distance) based on values of r (L)
= dimensionless constants in universal logarithmic pipe flow equation
= jet width, often r at which u = 0.01 u (L)
= dimensionless constant of integration for two-phase pipe flow
= jet constant relating z+a to u /u (L)
= jet constant relating z+a to r , dimensionless
= volume fraction of fibers in suspension, dimensionless
= cylindrical fiber diameter, wood fiber width (L)
= drag force between fibers and water in suspension (ML-2 T 2)
= initial jet (nozzle exit) diameter (L)
= interaction force exerted by fibers on water (ML-2T- 2)
= dimensionless velocity function for suspension jet flow
= arbitrary dimensionless distribution functions
= gravitational acceleration (LT 2)
= manometer meniscus level difference (L)
= depth of suspension in mixing tank (L)
= fiber length (L)
= total jet momentum rate divided by fluid density (L T-2)
= initial jet momentum rate divided byb fluid density (L4T 2)
= dimensionless empirical jet constant, m = (U /U d )(z+a)
= empirical jet constant, m = um(z+a) (L2T -1)



































p = total pure fluid (or mixture) pressure (ML-1T - 2)
p.A = true water pressure, measured by static tube (ML-1T- 2)
pX = apparent water pressure in suspension (ML-1T 2)
= true fiber pressure (ML-1T -2)
p = apparent fiber pressure in suspension (ML-1T- 2)
ps = total mean suspension stagnation pressure (ML-IT- 2)
Ap = impact pressure at probe tip (ML-1T 2)
R = pipe radius (L)
R = r/r , dimensionless
R = right hand side of Equations (57) and (64) (LT 2 )
Re = Reynolds number, dimensionless
r = jet radial coordinate, jet radial distance
ri = distance from axis to plane III - confined jet analysis (L)
r2 = distance from axis to jet boundary at plane II in confined jet (L)
r= jet nozzle radius, initial jet radius (L)
r= radial distance at which u/u = 0.5 (L)
r. = inside radius of jet tank (L)
s = radial distance from tube wall (L)
s= fiber-free boundary thickness in a pipe (L)
st = dimensionless pipe wall distance, s+ = spov/p
t = time (T)
T= time duration of time-smoothing in turbulent flow analysis (T)
U = sU, superficial suspension velocity (LT- 1)
U* = root-mean-square of superficial velocity, U (LT- 1)
u =-pure fluid or mixture longitudinal jet velocity (LT- 1 )
u = initial jet velocity (LT- 1)
u = centerline longitudinal (axial) jet velocity (LT- 1)
u = velocity of return flow in confined jet perpendicular to axis (LT- 1)
u = velocity of return flow in confined jet parallel to axis (LT- 1)
-s
u = relative velocity between fiber and water (LT- 1)
-rel
u = axial velocity in confined jet analysis (LT- 1)
--z
V = eV, superficial suspension radial velocity (LT- 1)
v., v = local velocities in a general orthogonal system (LT- 1)
,.i = average of microscopic water velocities (LT- 1 )
v_. = average of microscopic fiber velocities (LT- 1)
v . = relative velocity between water and fibers (LT- 1 )
-rel
v+ = pipe flow dimensionless velocity, v+ = v/v_
v * = pipe flow friction velocity, VT'- (LT- 1 )
w' = angular jet velocity fluctuation (LT- 1)
x., x. = general orthogonal coordinates (L)
x,y,z = general variables, rectangular coordinates (L)
z = jet axis, axial distance from jet orifice (L)
z = distance from plane II to plane I in confined jet analysis (L)
-o
. = Prandtl's mixing length (L) -
<?Q ~ = mass transfer length in suspension velocity distribution (L)
ffVg = constant diffusivity coefficient (L2T-1)
al == a semiempirical "turbulent diffusivity" (L)
C = (e'U')/(1+u'2/u2)1/2, dimensionless
C = volume fraction of water in suspension, dimensionless
Ti = independent dimensionless jet variable, r = r/(z+a)
K = von Karman constant, dimensionless
K* = apparent von Karman constant for suspensions, dimensionless
K' = dimensionless constant in Prandlt free turbulence theory
KV, KX = pipe flow mixing length distribution parameters, dimensionless
A, \ = subscripts, denoting true and apparent water.-quantities
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X = constant in solution of suspension jet equation, dimensionless
~p = viscosity for pure fluid (ML-1T -1)
i5 = radial jet variable, i = a r/(z+a),'dimensionless
5, ~ = a r /(z+a), dimeisionless
c -c - -
p = pure fluid or suspension density (ML- 3)
pA = true water density (ML-3)
pX = apparent water density in fiber suspension (ML- 3)
p- = true fiber density (ML- 3 )
p, = apparent fiber density (ML- 3)
a = empirical jet constant, i = a r/(z+a), dimensionless
T = laminar shear stress (ML-1T - 2)
Tk = apparent laminar water shear stress in suspension (ML- T
2)
T, = apparent laminar fiber shear stress in suspension (ML- T 2)
T = pipe flow wall shear stress (ML-1T- 2)
( , D = subscripts, denoting true and apparent fiber quantities
= empirical coefficient for suspension jet velocity profiles,
dimensionless
Note: The use of an overbar in the text denotes the time-mean value of a
fluctuating turbulent variable. The use of a prime denotes the
time-dependent fluctuations of the variable.
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APPENDIX I
PUBLISHED AIR JET DATA
These submerged air jet results selected from the literature show the
fit of the error curve to the data and give an idea of the scatter of the
experimental points. All points had to be read from graphical presentations







DETAILS OF PROBE SUPPORT, NOZZLE, AND SCREEN
Appendix II consists of Fig. 37-39 illustrating the cable and pulley










Figure 37. Cable and Pulley System for Probe Positioning
(Exploded View)
A. Single brass pulley
B. Double brass pulley on single axle
C. Drive pulley with operating handle
D. Aluminum angles (3-m long)
E. Brass probe support beam (1.l-m long)
F. Guides radial movement cables
G. Jet tank wall
H. Stops for support beam
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The differential pressure transducers used were PACE Engineering Model
KP15-1577 variable reluctance transducer. They contain a thin stainless
steel diaphragm separating two chambers of water. Each chamber is connected
through water-filled instrument tubing to one of the pressure sensing tubes
in the jet tank. The slight deflection of the diaphragm due to the pressure
difference creates an electronic signal. The signal is amplified and displayed
on a PACE Indicator and can be recorded continuously.
From the chart recording a reliable mean pressure difference can be
determined. The chart scale (o to 100 units) is either 0 to 14 cm of water
or 0 to 50 cm of water, depending on which transducer is connected to the
recorder (the two were identical transducer bodies with different diaphragms).
The velocity (cm/sec) is
U = 16.6 /chart reading
for the 0 to 14 cm of water transducer, and
U = 31.3 chart reading
for the 0 to 50 cm of water transducer. The maximum velocity measured in the
low range is 166 cm/sec and on the high range, 313 cm/sec.
PURGE EFFECT ON JET VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
The following two figures show the effect of purge water velocity on the
velocity measurements in the water jet, and the suspension jet, respectively.






LIGHT SOURCE AND DETECTION SYSTEM DETAILS
LIGHT SOURCE
The light source was a quartz-iodine lamp powered by a regulated dc
power supply. The lamp was housed in a small, blackened, cylindrical chamber.
The end of one branch of the light guide was cemented in a length of brass
tubing (20-cm long and 2.5 mm in diameter); its clad tip protruded 2 mm from
one end of the tubing. A 7-cm length of 1.6-cm diameter brass rod was screw
tightened perpendicular to the side of the lamp housing. The tubing con-
taining the light guide fitted snugly through a hole along the axis of the
brass rod. The light guide branch tip was thus held at a fixed angle to the
lamp but the distance of the light guide tip from the lamp was variable for
flexibility during the preliminary calibration experiments.
DETECTION SYSTEM
The photoconductive cell was purchased mounted in a plastic casing to
which the light guide branch lead was fixed. The distance and angle between
the light guide tip and the photocell surface had to be constant. They were
kept immobile with the light guide tip in contact with the glass covering
over the sensitive surface of the photocell.
The photoconductive cell was one element of the resistance bridge shown
in Fig. 42. Normally, the bridge would be balanced for a particular value
of the photocell resistance with a known variable resistance, R, at the galva-
nometer null. The variation from the galvanometer null reading due to variations
in the photocell resistance was an indication of reflected light intensity
fluctuations. The galvanometer signal was slightly unsteady and the accuracy
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Figure 42. Resistance Bridge Circuit
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of the measurements was greatly increased by substituting a continuous chart
recorder (Esterline Angus) for the galvanometer. The recorder zero was turned
to 50% of the recorder scale and the instrument acted as a recording null
imbalance indicator.
One side of the resistance bridge contained the photocell and a known
(but interchangeable) resistor, R. In preliminary calibration work this
resistance was changed repeatedly to find the best calibration curve for the
range of nylon-12 consistencies of interest. For recalibration with a differ-
ent suspension, R would be changed again. The resistance, R, would be of the
same order of magnitude as that of the photocell; that actually used in the
consistency measurements is R = 510 KM.
The ten proportional resistance values of R allowed the voltage imbalance
-s
indicated by the recorder to be reduced to as little as 1/100 of the actual
imbalance. The measurements were taken at setting number 4 (0.005) and a
recorder half scale of 0.50 mv.
The photocell was a Clairex cadmium-sulfide cell (Cell No. CL705L).
According to the Clairex published performance data (Fig. 43) the photocell is
also slightly sensitive to temperature. A temperature rise of 1° at 25°C and
a light intensity of about 0.01-ft candles should cause a 0.25% decrease in
the resistance. In operation the photocell was insulated against large,
sudden ambient temperature changes. A possible source of temperature changes
was the heat built up by current flow through the high resistance photocell.
A circuit analysis showed that only about 10- 4 watts were generated since
most of the current passes through the low resistance side of the bridge.
The photocell casing was designed to dissipate 1250 x 10 4 watts. No problem





PROBE SUPPORT UNDER CALIBRATION NOZZLE
A support platform for the probe was connected below the nozzle on three
long brass bolts equally spaced around the nozzle. The unused areas of the
platform were cut away from the circular area to improve the mixing action in
the lower half of the vessel. The platform could be raised or lowered easily
by changing the positions of the nuts on the support bolts. A 2.5-cm long
brass plug fitted in a 1.9-cm diameter hole cut in the center of the platform.
The plug was held in place by three horizontal set screws equally spaced
around the platform.
A length of approximately 3 cm at the back end of the stainless steel
capping on the light guide was not covered by the purge jacket. This part
of the light guide fitted through a 5-mm hole in the center of the brass plug
so that the purge jacket rests on top of the plug. The light guide fits
tightly in this support and is immobile in the oncoming flow. The tip of the
probe is directly under the axis of the nozzle. If the set screws are
loosened, the plug and probe can be moved together, either to a slightly differ-
ent vertical position or out of the calibration vessel for inspection. A
second plug had its 5-mm hole for the light guide 4.5 mm off the center of the
plug. It made possible a check of the uniformity of the reflected light signal
across the nozzle exit area in the plane of the flow loop.
APPENDIX VI
JET VELOCITY PROFILE DATA
The original velocity profile data are presented as they were tabulated
by the computer program that determined the parameters r and u from the
original data.
Each profile was recorded on a separate numbered recorder chart, at a
given axial distance (Z), initial velocity (UO), and consistency. The param-
eters calculated by the least-squares program are the axial velocity (UM),
the jet axis position (RZ), and the jet half-width, r (RC).
The original data are the relative position of the probe tip measured
on the meter stick above the tank (RELPOS) and the velocity at that point (u).
The other numbers in each table are the actual position determined by
comparing RELPOS with RZ (ACTPOS), the reduced radial position, r/r (R/RC),
and the reduced velocity, u/u (U/UM).
The program also calculated the momentum ratio, M/M (M/MO) by the
method described in the text with Equation (100).
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JET VELOCITY PROFILE DATA CHARTS



























UO= 383 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=O.O PERCENT


















































CHART 11 Z= 35 CM
UM=149.4
UO= 383 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.0 PERCENT






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHART 13 Z= 45 CM
UM=139.7

































































































































































































































UO= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.0 PERCENT



























CHART 9 Z= 35 CM UO= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.0 PERCENT

















































































































CHART 14 Z= 45 CM U0= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=O.0 PERCENT
UM=172.4 RZ= 21.00 RC= 3.96
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/SEC) (CM)
14.40 23 -6.60 -1.67 0.133
15.20 39 -5.80 -1.47 0.226
15.90 55 -5.10 -1.29 0.319
16.50 72 -4.50 -1.14 0.418
17.05 87 -3.95 -1.00 0.505
17.60 100 -3.40 -o.86 0.580
18.00 117 -3.00 -0.76 o.679
18.60 133 -2.40 -0.61 0.772
19.10 147 -1.90 -o.48 0.853
19.70 160 -1.30 -0.33 0.928
20.25 168 -0.75 -0.19 0.975
20.75 171 -0.25 -0.06 0.992
21.30 171 0.30 0.08 0.992
21.90 166 0.90 0.23 0.963
22.30 160 1.30 0.33 0.928
22.90 148 1.90 0.48 0.859
23.55 131 2.55 O.64 0.760
24.00 116 3.00 0.76 0.673
24.75 94 3.75 0.95 0.545
25.30 75 4.30 1.09 0.435
25.85 60 4.85 1.23 0.348
26.40 47 5.40 1.36 0.273
27.20 31 6.20 1.57 0.180
M/MO= 0.897
CHART 54 Z= 55 CM UO= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.0 PERCENT
UM=139.9 RZ= 26.40 RC= 4.75
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/SEC) (CM)
33.55 27 7.15 1.50 0.193
32.75 41 6.35 1.34 0.293
32.05 52 5.65 1.19 0.372
31.25 68 4.85 1.02 0.486
30.65 80 4.25 0.89 0.572
29.95 94 3.55 0.75 0.672
29.25 108 2.85 0.60 0.772
28.50 122 2.10 0.44 0.872
27.85 132 1.45 0.31 0.944
27.30 136 0.90 0.19 0.972
26.50 139 0.10 0.02 0.994
25.70 138 -0.70 -0.15 0.987
25.05 132 -1.35 -0.28 0.944
24.10 119 -2.30 -0.48 0.851
23.15 103 -3.25 -0.68 0.736
22.35 86 -4.05 -0.85 0.615
21.55 69 -4.85 -1.02 0.493
20.75 52 -5.65 -1.19 0.372































































































































































































uo= 475 CM/SECCHART 52 Z= 25 CM

























RZ= 36.60 RC= 4.30




























































































































































































CHART 5( z= 45 Cm-































































































































































































































CHART 45 CONSISTENCY,-0.21 PERCENT
-149-








































































































uo= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.21 PERCENT






















































































































































































































































































uo= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.31 PERCENT































































































































































































































































































U0= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY-0.46 PERCENT


























































































































































CHART 39 Z= 45 CM U0= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.46 PERCENT
UM=138.9 RZ= 36.72 RC= 3.97
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/SEC) (CM)
31.20 37 -5.52 -1.39 0.266
31.50 43 -5.22 -1.31 0.309
32.00 54 -4.72 -1.19 0.389
32.55 65 -4.17 -1.05 0.468
32.90 73 -3.82 -0.96 0.525
33.30 84 -3.42 -0.86 0.605
.33.80 96 -2.92 -0.74 0.691
34.30 107 -2.42 -0.61 0.770
34.80 119 -1.92 -0.48 0.856
35.30 128 -1.42 -0.36 0.921
35.95 135 -0.77 -0.19 0.972
36.50 139 -0.22 -0.06 1.000
37.00 139 0.28 0.07 1.000
37.45 135 0.73 0.18 0.972
38.15 127 1.43 0.36 0.914
38.45 122 1.73 0.44 0.878
38.90 111 2.18 0.55 0.799
39.20 105 2.48 0.62 0.756
39.65 94 2.93 0.74 0.677
40.10 85 3.38 0.85 0.612
40.65 70 3.93 0.99 0.504
41.20 58 4.48 1.13 0.417
41.60 49 4.88 1.23 0.353
42.05 39 5.33 1.34 0.281
42.55 27 5.83 1.47 0.194
M/MO= 0.753
CHART 40 Z= 55 CM UO= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.46 PERCENT
UM=111.7 RZ= 26.80 RC= 4.76
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/sEC) (CM)
32.55 39 5.75 1.21 0.349
32.10 47 5.30 1.11 0.421
31.65 54 4.85 1.02 0.484
31.20 61 4.40 0.92 0.546
30.65 70 3.85 0.81 0.627
29.90 83 3.10 0.65 0.743
29.35 91 2.55 0.54 0.815
28.90 97 2.10 0.44 0.869
28.25 105 1.45 0.31 0.940
27.80 108 1.00 0.21 0.967
27.35 111 0.55 0.12 0.994
26.90 112 0.10 0.02 1.003
26.45 111 -0.35 -0.07 0.994
26.05 110 -0.75 -0.16 0.985
25.65 107 -1.15 -0.24 0.958
24.80 100 -2.00 -0.42 0.896
24.30 91 -2.50 -0.52 0.815
23.85 86 -2.95 -0.62 0.770
23.35 78 -3.45 -0.72 0.699
22.65 67 -4.15 -0.87 0.600
22.05 57 -4.75 -1.00 0.510
21.35 46 -5.45 -1.14 0.412
20.60 35 -6.20 -1.30 0.313
M/MO= 0.699
-154-














































CHART 24 Z= 35 CM UO= 383 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT









































































































































































































































U0= 383 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT


























































RZ= 26.86 RC= 4.70
R/RC
19.90 19 -6.96 -1.48
20.70 27 -6.16 -1.31
21.55 36 -5.31 -1.13
22.20 44 -4.66 -0.99
22.65 49 -4.21 -0.89
23.15 55 -3.71 -0.79
23.80 64 -3.06 -0.65
24.40 71 -2.46 -0.52
24.90 76 -1.96 -0.42
25.40 80 -1.46 -0.31
25.95 83 -0.91 -0.19
26.55 85 -0.31 -0.07
26.80 85 -0.06 -0.01
27.25 85 0.39 0.08
27.75 83 o.89 0.19
28.35 80 1.49 0.32
28.85 75 1.99 0.42
29.50 68 2.64 0.56
30.00 62 3.14 0.67
30.65 54 3.79 0.81
31.15 47 4.29 0.91
31.75 40 4.89 1.04




































































































U0= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT








































































































































CHART 26 Z= 45 CM UO= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT
UM=131.5 RZ= 38.30 RC= 3.95
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/SEC) (CM)
32.35 26 -5.95 -1.50 0.198
33.15 41 -4.15 -1.30 0.312
33.70 52 -4.60 -1.16 0.396
34.35 66 -3.95 -1.00 0.502
34.90 78 -3.40 -0.86 0.593
35.50 92 -2.80 -0.71 0.700
36.10 106 -2.20 -0.56 0.806
36.60 115 -1.70 -0.43 0.875
36.95 121 -1.35 -0.34 0.920
37.40 127 -0.90 -0.23 0.966
38.00 131 -0.30 -0.08 0.996
38.65 131 0.35 0.09 0.996
39.15 128 0.85 0.21 0.974
39.60 122 1.30 0.33 0.928
40.15 113 1.85 0.47 0.859
40.60 104 2.30 0.58 0.791
41.30 88 3.00 0.76 0.669
41.70 79 3.40 0.86 0.601
42.30 65 4.00 1.01 0.494
42.90 52 4.60 1.16 0.396
43.40 41 5.10 1.29 0.312
43.95 33 5.65 1.43 0.251
44.30 26 6.00 1.52 0.198
M/MO= 0.668
CHART 30 Z= 55 CM UO= 475 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT
UM=108.8 RZ= 26.90 RC= 4.66
RELPOS U ACTPOS R/RC U/UM
(CM) (CM/SEC) (CM)
33.20 30 6.30 1.35 0.276
32.60 39 5.70 1.22 0.358
32.10 44 5.20 1.12 0.404
31.45 54 4.55 0.98 0.496
31.00 62 4.10 0.88 0.570
30.50 71 3.60 0.77 0.653
29.80 83 2.90 0.62 0.763
29.20 93 2.30 0.49 0.855
28.70 99 1.80 0.39 0.910
28.00 105 1.10 0.24 0.965
27.40 109 0.50 0.11 1.002
26.95 109 0.05 0.01 1.002
26.25 107 -0.65 -0.14 0.983
25.65 103 -1.25 -0.27 0.947
25.10 98 -1.80 -0.39 0.901
24.60 91 -2.30 -0.49 0.836
23.80 80 -3.10 -0.66 0.735
23.30 71 -3.60 -0.77 0.653
22.50 61 -4.40 -0.94 0.561
21.75 47 -5.15 -1.10 0.432
21.10 39 -5.80 -1.24 0.358
20.40 30 -6.50 -1.39 0.276
19.90 24 -7.00 -1.50 0.221
M/MO= 0.637
-158-
CHART 34 Z= 25 CM
UM=274. 5
UO= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT
RZ= 56.5C































































































































































































































UO= 538 CM/SEC CONSISTENCY=0.75 PERCENT




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































u = 475 cm/sec
-o









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































u = 383 cm/sec











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s = 45 cm s = 55 cm
20.0
20.7
21.5
22.2
23.0
23.8
24.5
25.2
26.0
26.8
27.5
28.2
29.0
29.7
30.5
31.3
-5.5
-4.8
-4.0
-3.3
-2.5
-1.7
-1.0
-0.3
0.5
1.3
2.0
2.7
3.5
4.2
5.0
5.8
6.5
5.7
5.0
4.2
3.5
2.7
2.0
1.2
0.5
-0.3
-1.1
-1.8
-2.5
-3.2
-4.0
-4.7
-5.5
-6.2
0.740
0.735
0.735
0.735
0.735
0.730
0.735
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0.730
0:. 730
0.735
